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But Seven Democrats To Be Laid to Rest With So Rules
Attorney General
Affixed Signature to FunGreen Rocking Horse
Clancy and So Admits
damental Law
of Youth
Removed Official
SCENB ME

QUIET TOLSTOI FCREiDS CHURCH BITE

It Was. Five o'CIock This Morning When Convention
Adjourned.

IHHEjnfO

After five o'clock this morning, the
io6lo,ai.ive uiiy 01 luonaay, isovemDer
21, the date of adjournment of the
constitutional convention, ended. The
hands of the official clock were turn-- !
ed back five hours early in the even-ing. By this morning, all the dele- except the following, had signed
the Constitution: G. B. Patterson,
James G. Fitch, J. Lee Lawson, H. B.
Fergusson, E. F. Saxon and James N.
Upton. G. E. Moffett, who had said
he would sign it, had changed his
mind, and J. N. Upton and G. B. Patterson declared they might sign it after more mature deliberation Three
members
were absent, Thomas B.
Catron, J. H. Crist and Emmett Pat-toMr. Catron, of course, will sign
it; Mr. Patton had returned home after the first or second day of the session on account of illness, and Mr.
Crist absented himself from the convention during the latter half of the
session.
The hours after midnight were
spent in reading the Constitution, as
finally revised. It was a tedious Job,
but A. H. Hudspeth had saved much
time, by a motion that the roll call on
each section and article be dispensed
with and that the ayes and nays be
recorded only upon the whole document.
There was an air of festivity all
evening, which opened with the presentation of tokens of esteem to the
presiding officer, Charles A. Spiess;
the Chief Clerk, George W. Armijo,
and the sergeant-at-arms- ,
Major H.
R. Whiting. Jose D. Sena presided
gracefully during these proceedings,
which declared to the world, that despite the controversies and the wrang-l:nfor advantage, the delegates departed in friendship with and for
each other.
Judge G. A. Richardson arose to

Tula, Russia, Nov.
22. Following
uuni xoistoi s written request, his
been made under "Poverty
j gave has
0ak" in the "spot where in childhood
we buried a green
rocking horse."
Tnis is a reference to an episode In
tbe ear,y life of Tolstoi and his broth-gate- s
ers- - who wlth childish rites
consigned
iu me earcn tneir noooy torse in the
belief that when it was disinterred the
reign of happiness would be inaugurated. It was his written request also that the ceremonies be "of the simplest and without the rites--o- f
the Orthodox church." A special train bearing the body of Tolstoi arrived at
this morning. The funeral par
ty was met by throngs of mourning
peasants.

Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
has ruled that Judge Edward A. Mann
is prima facie entitled to recognition
as district attorney for Bernalillo and
Valencia counties vice George W.
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Torreon Was Swept by Terrific Many Arrests Are to Be Made
'
Cannonade for SevThroughout the Country
eral Hours.
This Week.

v

Kl i'aso,
Nov.
Texas,
22. With
New York, Nov. 22 The crusade of
practically all lines of communication Postmaster General Hitchcock
against
in the hands of the
government and: "get rich quick" concerns is expected
with the frontier closely
the'
guarded,
today to cause a genera exodus of
Knowledge of the situation in Aiexieo fake
promoters from this city. The
this morning is somewhat vague. From
Is determined to
Klock, removed by Governor Mills but
meager information which filtered postmaster general
send to prison this class of promoters,
who is making a fight to retain the ofuirougn last night it is known that!
1
the situation is critical in the ex- - who, he says, have sold the unsuspectft
fice. He however, admits, that the
'V
t rente.
Serious disorders are reported ing public a hundred million dollars of
1
attorney general's ruling is correct,
from points in seven different states. worthless securities the last five
for he intends to bring quo warranto
The territory affected is spreading! years. Many arrests are expected
fanwise from a point less than a hun- - throughout the country within the
proceedings against Mann, which is
dred miles northwest of Mexico ritv next lew days. Mr. Hitchcock declaran admission that Mann is m possesto the United States border. In addi- ed today that the government would
sion of the office. Attorney General
tion, fighting is reported in puebla. drive from .the country every "Wild
' scheme to
southeast of the Mexican capital, and
Clancy's opinion follows:
separate gullible
Orizaba, state of Vera Cruz, east of vestors from their money.
November 21, 1910.
Mexico City. Francisco Madero, head
Hon. Alfred Grunsfeld,
of the
in Mexico COLORADOANS ARE PLEASED
have presented a solid front against
Albuquerque, N. M.
is reported to have entered the eoun- REED HOLLOM AN, A
WITH OUR CONSTITUTION.
WHO MADE
the suggestion that the Territory of Dear Mr. Grunsfeld:
GOOD.
try at the head of a force nearly a
New Mexico should be turnefl over
I have this
morning received your
thousand, and is in the hills of Coa- - I. Sparks Back From Denver Tells of
to the management of the moneyed Inof yesterday and hasten to anletter
his native state, organizing his
One of the men whom the Constitu-- '
Sentiment on Initiative
Discuss-troopattorney. Since then, he has built up huila,
terests. The constitution you Have swer. You
ask
Government
soldiers are re-es Aeroolanes.
framed will go down in history as one the board of whom, in my opinion, uonai convention has brought to the a lucrative law practice and has ex
county
commissioners front and has through it become a tended his
pnrieu to tip moving north to meet
I. Sparks, chairman of the board of
of the grandest documents ever writ- should
"I
acquaintanceship over the Mm
......
liiiriny knt
as district attorney figure of prominence in the southwest
recognize
wrnarno, county commissioners and president
mt uener.u
In the Constitutional Con- ten for a people. You have by its in the view of
Territory.
.
Reyes, military hero of the mnntrv
o
the probable conflict be- is Reed Holloman. As a constructive . rnuuu ue as
i,
r.
a v.
r r 1 'it- muiit?
ouua
t.
" 'of tm;
provisions guaranteed the ennal nrn- - tween Edward A. Mann and
among the progres-- who was implicated in the
S. statesman, as a debater and as an
has
George
returned
uprising
(mm
rii.nvop
r,,i,,ro,ir.
'
of
'
tection
the law to every citizen of Klock as to which one is entitled to
oi.o aim iuugui vananiiy ror tne re-- two years airn and
.
.
.. i
hno hnn
"
orator, he has assumed first rank, and
of eastern New Mexico andltically in exile since
J
New Mexico, you have preserved the the office.
"""ne?9
.
Under the decisions of our it is quite certain that in the new cognitionwon out.
uu
an
,,,!
iiuu
10
nucic
opportunity
He was chairman of Mexico, has given a tremendous
always
religious, political, social and civil supreme court in the cases of Eldodt
with many men prominent in the
state he will be one of the leading the
important committee on Schedule, petus to the revolutionary movement. financial world.
rights to every one of our citizens v. Territory, 10 N. M. 145, Conklin v. men. It is
"It was surprising to
quite likely that he will whose work required technical and i mted States soldiers
and placed them beyond the power of
along the bor-- S(!e the deep interest business men of
7 N. M. 455 and Hubbell be the first district
judge of (he Eight legal ability nf hiPi
der
are
under
assaults from any source whatsoever. Cunningham,
arms
Put
to
move at Denver took in New Mexico's consti-- a
ready
v. Armijo, 13 ... M.
there appears District and he would make a good also on other
moment's notice,
The constitution which you have fram 10 ue no aouot mat490,
committees and on the
and dispatches tutiou," said Mr. Sparks, in discussing
Mann is
Judge
1U
lue
from
.noor
oania
of the convention ho
siay
ed is going to be approved by the
Washington, clearly indicate the his trip. "And it was a great
prima facie entitled to recognition as
he and Mrs. Holloman have be- - j ed valuable
of the federal authorities ure, moreover, to find
people of New Mexico, it is going to district attorney. In the two earlier
suggestions that were
everywhere
over the present situation.
quite popular.
Uny embodied in th mnventim,
be approved by the president of the cases
that Coloradoans of prominence seem- court
the
upheld the right of the
Mr.
Holloman
a
is
Steelof
native
Go
Over
to
Troops
prediction made before his election
Revolutionists,
United States and before one year
ed to be greatly pleased at the consti- newly appointed officer to the assist- ville, Missouri. He is a graduate of bv one of the Onav
umuieahs occurred yesterday at nition that we hv rimi't,,,!
ni nno
passes, the star of New Mexico will ance of the court by way of mandaMany of
the
University of Indiana and the In follows, certainly came true
purango, Guerrero and the Gomez the people I talked with said that New
be emblazoned
on the flag of our mus to
of
the office up- diana Law School and came to New
get possession
Parral Mexico is to be congratulated on leav
"By education, by legal training and ratacio, state of Duramro.
country.
on the ground that his commission Mexico for health reasons, ire made
state of Chihuahua, Torreon and
those
ing out the initiative and that it was
by
sterling
abpersonal
qualities
My friends, I have tried to be
state of Coahuilla, Acambaro, carried in Colorado
prima facie gave him the right to the his home at Tucumcari and sort of which win
entirely by the inrespect, Mr. Holloman is state of
solutely fair and impartial as your office and must oe recognized until grew up with that
and Orizaba, difference of three-fifthGuanajuato,
hustling city which admirably equipped for leadership in
of the voters
I
officer.
have
purposely overthrown or set aside by a proceed- has been made great by
presiding
such men a deliberative body and we are cer- state of Vera Cruz. One of the most who did not register their vote on the
just
avoided taking part in your delibera- ing brought by the former officer to as Mr. Holloman. He was elected
serious features of the uprising is
subject. It was stated to me by reprecity tain that the Constitutional Conven- the
j
tions to an extent consistent with my test the title to the office. In fiie later attorney by the first
report from Gomez Palacio that sentative men that the vote in Colo- council, tion will have no more influential
city
.u.ee
duties. You have treated me with case the attempt was made to obtain which though
Democratic, readily re- member than Reed Holloman from er to minarea teueral troops went ov- rado was therefore not indicative of
present a beautiful silver serving set most unusual courtesy. I never In an injunction
the revolutionists taking with an expression of the entire
against the appointee of cognized that it could not find a better Quay.'
voting
of three pieces furnished by S. Spitz,
them large quantities of arms and
my life have been associated with the Governor to prevent his exercisstrength of the state,
the local jeweler. He said:
ammunition.
assomen
j
in
the
are
rush"Our
any enterprise
Troops
any
being
constitution is regarded as
ing the duties of the office and the
ed to all points where disorders are conservative and
"For fifty days or more this conven- ciations of which have been so plea- court held
against any right to an in
entirely safe, by
tion has been In session.
and
We have sant to hie.
it practically is certain Colorado men I talked with, and they
reported
as you are aware,
junction,
although,
that
our
had our differences, we have had
there has been heavy fighting in told me that New Mexico is to be con-- a
SLAVE
I thank you, all of you, from the In a later case, brought to test the
number of places.
controversies, formulating the funda- bottom of
gratuiated at the result."
to the office, the decision was
right
heart.
my
mental law for the proposed state of
to advices this morning
According
Flying Machines.
of
Hubbell
in
Armi
and
favor
Chief
Clerk.
Gift
for
against
New Mexico. Strenuous as the work
Mr- - Sparks was
San Antonio, San Andreas, Torreon
greatly interested
J. I. Hinkle, also of the minority jo.
GIVES LAND ranch,
has been, there has been enjoyment
Minaca, Encinillas, Guerrero, in tne aerial meet at Denver and said
At the present time, under these de
In it, and now that the conflict Is over, and from Chaves county, arose and
and surrounding country in the state ithat he had the misfortune to see
we have realized that peace has its said: "Chaves county has indeed cisions, I am clearly of opinion that
of Chihuahua were taken by revolu-- ! Johnstone hurled to his death. "I
de
you ought to recognize the last com Police Alone Save Him From Munificence of
just reward the same as war. It is been honored by having two of its
hIs death was due largely to
last night. The rebels
Colored Man tionists
with this thought that I perform the legates selected to present these tok- mission from the Governor as entitfiscated ail tbe stores of the
rancy
flying" or trick performance
military
j
Rough Handling by
Should Shame White
most pleasant duty imposed upon me, ens of our esteem. The great major- ling its holder to recognition as disequipment and all cattle and horses. with the
He seared gracesaa
to present this token of our esteem to ity of delegates have made great
Chihuahua is under martial law. The fully, and dipped his machine with
trict attorney.
j
Men
Suffragettes
of
Wealth
inour beloved presiding officer, the Hon. crifice in their business and home
Yours truly
situation around Jiminez and Parral consummate skill. Then he circled
Charles A. Spiess. I do not know why terests to come here to formulate a
is said to be desperate. The revolu-- : arouni and dipping again he met with
FRANK W. CLANCY.
I was selected unless it was because constitution for New Mexico. This
tionists were expected to assault Par- - !an accident, hurling him to the
Attorney General. WILL TIKE UP FRANCHISE BILL TUBERCULOSIS
ground
SANITARIUM ral at day break.
I was the only man who dared to ap- convention is to be congratulated upof
Severe fighting took aml killing him in a couple of
Auditor,
Report
Traveling
peal from the decision of the chair on on having such efficient officers. The
there last night, the rebels be-- onda- 11 was a terrific realization of
From the government printing ofrule No. 50. I discharge this duty
ing repulsed with the loss of fifteen tne dangers of these flying machines
has acted fairly with the fice have been received one thousand Yields to Importunities of Ad It Is to Cost
president
with the full appreciation expressed
$300,000 and Will men.
which looked so impervious to harm
and the copies of the report of the traveling
Seventy-on- e
Magnificent
vocates of Franchise
by every one here of the fairness, just- Noble Twenty-Nine- .
as tney conquered space."
We of the minor- auditor and bank examiner, Charles
Down With the Yank
ness and Intelligence with which you
for Women.
..
Mr. Sparks said that on the field
Mniln. yayenj receivea. tnis
have V. Safford for the past fiscal year. It
ity and you of the majority
morn
Springs.
have presided."
ing show that conditions at Vera over which the man birds were flying
stood for what is right and in these is a condensed and concise and exPresident Spiess responded feelingCruz were serious as far back as Sat, were hundreds of automobiles bringLondon, Nov. 22. Premier Asquith
presentations we stand 100 strong. tremely valuable compendium of terri
ov.
ly as follows:
urday. It is reported in Pachnca that ing interested spectators and as he
am proud to say that we are all sa- torial county and municipal finances has yielded to the importunities of the
I
Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the
k TayIor. a former slave,
71 the Americans
are fiepin? Pnrr)a'saw the vast crowd he thought that
tisfied with the selection of the chief and is invaluable to every student of suffragettes and in the House of Com- Convention every one of you, my
who has always been eminently New Mexico affairs. To the press it mons announced today that if he is "ears old, and his freeborn wife, have reading: "Death to the Yankees," and twenty years aS or even a less time
clerk,
friends:
I find It most difficult to
"Down with the Gringoes!" were post-- ' than that" tne signt of a man runnInS
.
,,
f i
fair and always obliging and the con- should furnish suggestions and dataj still in power at the next session of eiven dsn
ror-- ed all over
of parliament, the government would"
an
editorial
tta,nan,
employ language which will fittingly vention owes him
for
the town. Many cards an automobile would have brought out
many
explanatory
dufor
recognition
financial management of the com give facilities for the consideration ty miles east of Colorado Springs to read: "Kill Diaz and his Yankee the thusands Dut so quickly has
express my deep gratitude to you ties well
the
performed."
of the woman's franchise bill framed tlle Charles Sumner Tuberculosis As-sThis present coming to me from you
The inauguration of Presi-- ventlve Senius sped on, that today
Chelf Clerk George W. Armijo res- monwealth.
i
dent Diaz for another term is sched- - the alIto is a common s'Snt and the
as to admit of free amenoTment.
as it does is to me a mark of the con-- i
Governor's Annual Report,
sociation
a
as
difsite
with
a
for
"It
is
National
ponded eloquently:
flyIng macnine ,s tnat which makes
uled for December 1 and a
The report of Governor Mills for the
fidence, love and friendship which fidence that I arise at this time to
general
miosis Sanitarium for the colored disturbance
is expected then if not man crane their
you, and each of you, bear for me. thank you for the present given In past fiscal year, of which the New
by
"who knows but In a few years fly-Mexican made extended editorial men- suffragettes in the House of Com- - peop,e of tne United States. It is
general bv that timo it
This beautiful present welded from
of my humble services. tion
inf? macnlnes win be 80 common that
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last
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that
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and
this
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be
SDent
on
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reported
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rough
yesterday.
the pure white metal as It Is will be I
morning that
my association with you report of a territorial governor to only by the prompt arrival of the po-- ; tne sanitarium. The land was taken lutionists were executed lastforty
tbey w111 attract 88 UtUe attention as
carried home by me into the bosom asappreciate
night at uv
one of the grandest things in my be published.
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Eagle Pass, Nov. 22. The death toll PRICES ON WOOL
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of whom any commonwealth view of the progress the Territory
legates
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at Torreon which has fallen into the
test, the strife and the turmoil of life, might be
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been
with
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which
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New Mexico men. It is a pleasure seeking accurate information about
creasing tendency, though the values
a terrific fire several hours. city
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you were called together by Congress, show my appreciation to do the best and Fletcher M. Lund of Taos for a
are selling well. Business In
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When you go to your homes, every
'in'spite of this. direcrwiTes
sight of the gift will always bring be built and to be filled six times in ister of
man of you one hundred men, can back to our mind the
a few intimate friends were pres-- Sct",
Higb
ro,I?WS:
ofsever fighting
pleasant hours spring, five times In summer, three and
HWe"
ent. The young couple left on Santa
lay your hands upon your hearts and spent here. If I have been Inattentive
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minimize the
ThI
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once
In
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fall
times
and
winter.
forwards: nLtr
Fe
in your conscience say that you have at
of the Nation but there is a
any time it was not because of the application is approved provided that Oldtrain No. 1, for El Paso, Texas, and Ensl sherman and Harold
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revolutionists
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QD,.oi
well and faithfully performed the du- heart but
Stephens, and after hot
Mexico. That the young couple
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others having prior
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London,
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biggest mining camps in
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be hanged at eight tomorrow morning.
SOUTHERN CHINA FLOODS. Mexico, where the smelter of the Carothers, the American, who shot
minds.
Off With a Requisition.
ico for the past 44 - years; he has
two men during the riots here was reAmerican
This
is
The politics of today
announcement was made today
Smelting and Refining Com- leased
represented reared in this commonwealth a splen-Captain of the Mounted Police Fred
the authorities declaring
pany is located, is reported to be in that hetoday,
hy a long line, which commences with did family; he has been a good citi- Fornoff left, this morning with a re and with it passed the last hope the
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Saigon, China, Nov. 22. A thousand the
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for
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the
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a
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for
revolutionists.
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home.
zen and a good official. He belongs quisition
were drowned and 400 barks The
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smelting plant was damaged and
reactionary on the other who does not to that brave phalanx that wears the Cordell, Oklahoma, who Is wanted at reprieve.
Rebels Capture Several Towns.
lost during the floods in the province
Americans
many
on
sethe charge of having
tolerate a suggestion that the old or- little button which is grander than Socorro
roughly treated, it is
of Quanghgai, in Annam.
Nov. 22. The success
Washington,
reported.
der of things should be changed; but any decoration bestowed by kingly cured a carload of horses and having DEMOCRATS WILL HAVE
of the Mexican revolutionists in capSevere Fight at Orizaba.
64 MAJORITY IN HOUSE. PRESIDENT TAFT HAS
you have in your wisdom safely steer- potentate, the button of the Grand failed to keep his promise to pay for
.
Mexico City, Nov. 22. Great diff- turing several towns is confirmed in
them.
ed the ship of state among the differ- Army of the
the official dispatches today, but notRETURNED
was
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one of
PANAMA. iculty was experienced in
Republic. He
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez
getting au- withstanding, it was reiterated by the
ent ideas, setting your faces strongly the men who
Washington, Nov. 22. Democratic
to the call of
thentic
responded
reports from the disturbed officials, that
to'ay reports having turned over representation in the next House will Norfolk, Va., Nov. 22. President
against the views which make for as- the country in the dark days of 1861. to
sections!. The censorship is strict matic channelsreports through diplothe Cattle Sanitary Board four be 227 against 163 Republicans and Taft arrived
Indicated that Presisaults upon vested property rights on
at
Roads
this
Hampton
and In many instances the governhorses, to Jose Arias two horses, and one Socialist, according to the roster morning on the cruiser
dent Diaz had the situation under conthe one hand, and on the other you
on ment has taken
Tennessee
((Continued on Page Eight)
to J. M. Sandoval one horse.
of
the
possession
of the House published today.
trol and the stability of the governhis return from Panama
wires to the exclusion of press dis-- ment Is
not seriously threatened.
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WHAT IS VINOL?

0 alt

It Represents Twenty Years' Work of
Two Eminent Chemists.
After twenty years of study two
eminent French chemists discovered
a method by which the alkaloids or
medicinal elements of the cod's liver
might be separated from the useless
oil or grease, retaining all the good
of cod liver oil and dispensing with
the bad, as the oil has no medicinal
elements
value.
These medicinal
blended with tonic iron and a mild
medicinal wine make Vinol.
Vinol is not a secret medicine, as
its ingredients are printed on every
bottle, and in all cases where the
of
healing, strengthening influence
cod liver oil is needed, Vinol will give
better results, for it contains all the
curative medicinal properties of cod
liver oil, but without the oil, and it
is easily assimilated and acceptable
to the weakest stomach.
For all run down, weakened conditions, and to cure chronic coughs,
colds and bronchial troubles, Vinol is
unexcelled.
We sell it always with
the understanding that if it does not
do all we claim for it, we will refund
the money paid us for it. The Capital

KSGIVING Turkey

YouiTHA

DRESSED Oil ALIVE.
Stews

Broilers

Fries

CHICKENS

FRESH EDIBLES OF.ALL KINDS
FRUITCAKE, etc.

FOR MINCE MEAT,

EVERYTHING

inter Grocery Co.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
WE

No. 40.

Telephone

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS

WITH

PURCHASES

CASH

ALL,

AN DHFAILIHGLY

m

w

t

Brilliant Topic for

"TABLE TALK"
A Bit of Hawkes
Cut Glass
No guest will fail to reon it il mark its extraordinary

Mark
genuine.

No piece without this Trade

per cent consols
sinking fund the 2
would have fallen well below 80.
The debt of the German empire has
risen from 267,800,000 marks in 1881
to 4,250,500,000 in 11)08. The debt of
the various states has increased in
the meantime from 5,2 14,300,000 to
Communities
14,302,400,000
marks.
with more than 10,000 inhabitants
have had an increase of from 771,800,- -

ALL YOUR STOMACH TROUBLE
WILL SURELY VANISH.

F.

MOUNTED TRUE TO LIFE.
FROM COYOTE,

MADE

ROBES

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
SANTA FE, N, M.

19

CANON
ROAD

436

Funeral Directors &
Licensed Embalmers
4 NIGHT

PHONE

PICTURE

130

FRAfnlftG TASTEFULLY

Who!

DONE.

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

Sale Agents For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE
PHONE
BLACK

FOOD.

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA

LEO HERSCH

45

WE! ARE ALSO SHOWING A FINE LINE
TO WEAR CLOTHES, LADIES
SUITS, MISSES AND CHILDREN'S COATS

OF. READY

j

WE TAKE MEASURES FOR:

LADIES SUITS
And Guarantee a Fit.

SELI6MAN BROS CO.
P. O. Box 219

Phone 39

r.'..- -

I P AMClli

I

M-f- t

MR. CARVER:
You won't mind Carving that bird if you have a Carving Knife
that will "CARVE."
.
MRS. CARVER:
You'll be glad to have your friends dine with you if you have new
Knives, Forks and Spoons for the table.
"

"

nrrT r inn

If it's Hard ware " ha R uW ar EC 0 . " We have it. &

PHONE
BLACK

L-i-

A

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

EVERY ONE A FIT AND
GUARANTEED TO WEAR.

0

f

PALAOft
AVE

SATISFACTORILY

AND

& KIMONAS

'A

125

RED

HOISE DRESSES

ANNUAL TOUR

MULLIGAN & RISING

DAY

TAILORED WAISTS

n. ELK'S THEATRE

WILDCAT, BEAR AND WOLF SKINS.

PHONE
BLACK

LADIES

well-know-

GORMLEY

KINDS

ALL

Incorporated 1903

HAVE YOU SFEN THOSE

Every year regularly more than a
million stomach sufferers in the United States, England and Canada take
Pape"s Diapepsin, and realize not only
immediate, but lasting relief.
This harmless preparation will digest anything you eat and overcome a
sour, gassy or
stomach
five minutes afterwards.
If your meals don't fit comfortably,
or what you eat lies like a lump of
lead in your stomach, or if you have
heartburn, that is a sign of Indiges-

Ros-we-

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
HANDSOME RUGS AND

Established 1856.

Dys-

I'

S SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.

FRANK

30,161,-000,00-

.

The Dazzling, "Colorless" Color, $
The Opulent cutting and the grace" of suave design.
MAY WE SHOW IT TO YOU?

Indigestion, Gas, Heartburn and
pepsia Go and You Will Feel
Fine in Five Minutes.

000 to 5,205,700,000
marks.
Though
most of the local debt and a great
part of the state debts are more or
less for reproductive purposes, the imperial debt is considered by the author as, in the main, a "dead weight"
debt The empire has of late years
pursued a policy of issuing treasury
bills to cover its deficits.
This unfunded debt, at times very large, has
been a source of anxiety in German tion.
Get from your pharmacist a
banking circles.
France has a debt larger than that case of Pape's Diapepsin and take
of any other country.
Its capital a dose just as soon as you can. There
will be no sour risings, no belching of
value on January 1, 1D08, was
francs. This is sixteen times undigested food mixed with acid, no
that of the English debt. Alleviation stomach gas or heartburn, fullness or
may be looked for from the reversion heavy feeling in the stomach, Nausea,
of the chief railway lines to the state Debilitating Headaches, Dizziness or
This will all go,
between 1950 and 1960. The average Intestinal griping.
price of the French 3 per cents has and, besides, there will he no sour
risen from 75.57 in 1877 to 103.33 in food left over in the stomach to poison your breath with nauseous odors.
1897, to fall to 96.15 in 1908.
Pape's Diapepsin is a certain cure
Pharmacy.
In the last part of the monograph
stomachs, because it
the author deals with the debt of the for
United States, tracing its history from takes hold of your food and digests it
TRADE BALANCE OF
THE UNITED STATES. the beginning of the nation to the just the same as if your stomach
wasn't there.
present time. The methods of redempRelief in five minutes from all
tion
followed
at
Brodifferent
in
the
Discussed
times,
of
Nations
redit
misery is waiting for you at any
market
of
net
and
the
National
price
yield
chure Published By
store.
drug
natiuse
and
as
their
bonds,
deposit for
Monetary Commission.
cases contain
These
onal-bank
large
note issues are among the
more than sufficient to thoroughly
considered
author.
the
subjects
by
V.
Hirst, Author.)
(Francis
Trade Balance of the United States. cure almost any case of Dyspepsia, In
Washington, Xov. 22 The national
digestion or any other stomach
In
debt of the United States and the mu- balancethe ofarticle entitled "The trade
exthe
United States" an
debt of several of the large
nicipal
.
:
:
,1
planation of the factors which go to
;.!.
make up a country's balance of trade a substantial part of the imports of
the United Kingdom is
Ivrewe the way for an analysis of
received in payment of the services
t
h
"
in a volume just puunsnea oy mei
The amounts expend
reviews me country's;"
un- National Monetary Commission,
ed by tourists must likewise be paid
and
gold
In
his
exports.
imports
Nations.'
der the title "The Credit of
for by the exportation of goods from
also covers opinion, the monetary stringency at
Mr. Hirst's discussion
home country.
the
time
the
of
could
be
much
harvest,
similar treatment of the debts of relieved
of a
Great Britain, Germany, and France. central by the establishment
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
of the nature of
The same volume contains an article the Bankinstitution
Connection made with Automobile
of
England.
by George Paish, editor of the Statist,
The term "trade balance" the au- line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally
upon the trade balance of the United
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros
States. These essays are of more thor explains, is generally used to in- well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at
dicate
the
excess
value
a
of
as
interest
embodying
than ordinary
country's
at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Eng- exports of merchandise over the value
the comment of two
for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
Roswell
of
its
of
imports
merchandise or the
lish economists
upon aspects of
and
at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
arrives
excess
value of a country's imports of
American finance.
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
merchandise
over
the
of
the
of
exnational
value
debt
the
its
Tracing
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
United States from the time when it ports of merchandise. An excess bal- Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoance
of
over
exports
imports is said
began by reckless issues of paper to
be a favorable trade balance. "In mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
money by the colonies, Mr. Hirst finds
the
sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighmuch to commend and some things to
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
condemn. In the reduction of the civ- teenth centuries a favorable trade
il war loans between 1S80 and 1S90 balance was a matter of great con- Take LAXATIVE BKOMO Quinine Tablets
and the saving in interest of about cern to statesmen and to financiers. Druggists lefund money if it fails to cure E.
At that time it was supposed that
$140,000,000 thereby, the author sees
any W. GROVE'S signature is on each box. 25c
reflected the high credit of the United country which imported goods of
States, but in the financing of 1900, greater value than the goods it exafter the Spanish war, the author ported would be seriously injured by
criticizes the treasury for extending having to make payment in the
the maturing bonds thirty years, clous metals for the difference between the value of the
goods Importwhich, he says, put nearly $5o0,000,- SATURDAY NOV. 26th.
the ed and the value of the goods export000 of the public debt beyond
." But "as commerce develchance of extinction for nearly a quar- ed
ter of a century except by purchase oped and international
He quotes one vanced, it was recognized that a nain the open market.
effect
that the loss tion could, under certain circumto
the
authority
to the government by that transaction stances, purchase goods of a greater Augustus Thomas' Popular Success
aggregate value than it exported with
was enormous.
out sustaining any drain
upon its
Reviewing the municipal debt, Mr.
Unquestionably the Greatest
Hirst declares New York has suffered stock of the precious metals or sufAmerican Play ever written.
He says fering any inconvenience whatsoever,
much for its extravagance.
there are few cases where any city and in recent time no one has paid
of standing in the United States has any great amount of attention to the
A Story of Ranch and Garriquestion of the trade balance other
repudiated its obligations.
i the Southwest.
son Lif
After a review of the finances of than for the purpose of ascertaining
Kansas 'City, Fmiaaeipnia, uosiou, the factors which caused the imports
of certain countries largely to exceed
Chicago and Richmond, the author de
y pulses with Vigorous
It
clares the high price of American mu tneir exports or of discovering the reaP
of the Plains.
e e
son
for
the
exports of certain counnicipal securities is due partly to the
restrictions on borrowing which the tries largely exceeding their imports."
The volume of a country's trade
Sturdy Ranchmen Daring
States impose.
Cow Boys and Brisk, Alert
British credit has been injured in quickly adjusts itself to the needs of
Women.
recent years, according to the author, that country, and the effect of a sud
den disturbing influence to trade, the
one
with
1889.
in
While
a
policy
by
hand the chancellor of the exchequer author states, can be got over by finanStartling Surprises and Thrill
was extinguishing consols, with the cial operations in the firent interna
ing Situations.
other he was creating terminable an tional money markets without any excessive
on
drain
the precious metals.
nuities for naval works. Before the
Movements of gold and silver are
Crime
budget of 1899 the secretary for war
Love, Intrigue and
announced that this policy would like- brought about not so much by trade
Succession.
in
Rapid
pass
wise be followed in meeting army ex- balances as by the currency and bankneeds of the various countries. If
penses. As a result, the author states, ing
Presented by a Company of
consols fell from 110 in March, April, a country needs gold, Mr. Paish mainUnusual Excellence.
tains
it
no
has
105
in
in
and
106
to
difficulty
in
it,
buying
1899,
July,
May,
that
provided
its
is
credit
good.
August.
Various factors make up a country's
The war with the Transvaal, which
A balance often rebroke out in October, brought them trade malance.
sults from the investment of capital
Grail ScEPic Froanction!
only to 103. More immediate injury,
the' author believes, was therefore by one country in another. The lend
75c, $1.00, $1.50.
done to British credit by the financial ing country will receive payment for Prices
FISCHER'S DRUG
AT
SALE
SEAT
the
it
war
than
also
and
goods
the
for
exports
the
policy which preceded
STORE, NOVEMBER 23rd.
by the actual outbreak of the war. interest upon the capital which it has
In
former years invested in other
But for the prolongation of the war
after the occupation of Bloemfontein countries. Another factor which goes
and Pretoria he is of the opinion that to make up the trade balance of a
the price of consols would have been country are the services given by
little affected. Mr. Hirst holds the countries possessing great fleets of
belief that a treaty of peace with guar- - mercantile ships to those countries
anties and indemnity, following upon which possess little or no shipping.
For
years the only
these military successes, would have Great Britain's fleet renders very valavoided the longest and most costly uable service to the whole world, and
class tonsorial parlor
first
period of the war. The policy of anin Santa Fe.
nexation was adopted, however, and Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that
Contain Mercury.
OUR NEW PITCH
British consols fell from 101 to 91
TREATMENT
the lowest average monthly point as mercury will surely destroy the
635,- - sense of smell and completely derange
touched during the war. From
to cure, (not only
000,000 in 1899, the lowest point since tne whole system when entering It is guaranteed
&
the Napoleonic wars, the debt rose to through the mucous surfaces. Such relieve, Dandruff, falling hair
We also
The national articles should never be used except other scalp irritations.
798,000,000 in 1903.
years of peace on prescriptions from reputable phy carry a complete line of all the
savings of thirty-siwere swept away by national borrow- sicians, as the damage they will do popular hair and facial tonics.
Is ten fold to the good you can pos
ings during three years of war.
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
By March 31, 1909, the debt had sibly derive from them. Hall's Ca
The tarrh Cure, manufactured by P. J.
754,000,000.
BATHS BATHS BATHS
been .reduced to
price of consols, however, has still Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no
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gone down. Their fall is attributed mercury, and is taken internally, act
blood
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ing
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inter
the
directly upon
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
by Mr. Hirst
national money market, the heavy is cous surfaces of the system. In buy aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
sues of colonial government securi ing Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; yoar
ties, and municipal stocks in competi get the genuine. It Is taken internal
socks are mended and buttons
tion with consols, and the annual emis ly and made In Toledo, Ohio, by P. J.
sewed on you s,hirts, without
sion of some five millions of Irish Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
extra
charge.
Sold
75c
Price
by all druggists.
land stocks. He has no doubt that
per
PHONE RED 122. TOONS RED 122.
but for the annual appropriation to the bottle.
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RATON
YANKEE

CERRILLOS

Lump

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal'.
bawed Wood and Kindling.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. &S. F. Depot.

Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

Shawgo s Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works
CLEAN ANYTHING SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NEW MANAGEMEN- TEQUIPMENT COURTEOUS TREATMENT- Gentlemen's
Phone
Red 132

Hats Made New.

0. 0. SHAWGO, Propietor E;C
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Bnggies and Saddle Horses

HICK SERVICE

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

x

Grade
Hand Bags

High

The Fine8t Line in,thfi City

EXCLUSIVE

STICK PINS

PATTERNS
BROOCHES

IN FILIGREE

CHAINS,

etc.

Fine Line of Jewel Boxes in Gold and Silver.
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i

345 San

Francisco Street,
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8anta Fe

N- -

M.

Call up
i

it

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished!
RATES RIGHT.

CHAS. CLGSSOfJ

is an object lesson of precision. Not ordinary accuracy, but that
which draws conclusions with small fractions of a grain.
OUR METHODS INSURE THE EXACT PROPORTIONS PRESCRIBED BY THE PHYSICIAN.
IMPORTANT TO THE PATIENT.
THIS IS AN IMPORTANT THING TO THE DOCTOR-MO- RE
X

A

J.

J.

r6SCriPll0n UCPdriiriCn l

IK'S

Pharmacy

Phone 213

Pharmacy
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NATURE'S

WARNING.

Santa Fe People Must Recognize and
Heed It
Kidney ills come quietly mysteriously.
But nature always warns you.
Notice the kidney secretions.
See if the color is unhealthy
If there are settlings and sediment,
Passages frequent, scanty, painful,
It's time then to use Doan's Kidney

Pills,

To ward off Bright's disease or diabetes.
Doan's lhave done great work In Santa Fe.
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa
Fe, N. M., says: "I have used Doan's
Kidney Pills off and on for two years
and they have done me a world, of
good. A dull pain in the small of my
back, sometimes extending into my
bladder caused me a great deal of
suffering, particularly when I took
cold. I was bothered mostly in the
winter, and in addition to the pain
in my back, there were symptoms of
inflammation of the bladder. The
kidney secretions were highly colored
and when passed were attended with
a scalding pain. I never used another
remedy that acted as satisfactorily as
Doan's Kidney Pills. They proved to
be just the medicine my case required and the complete cure they brought
ias led me to recommend them on
mere than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Milburcents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

'
ground that he did not believe in probably be chosen from Maricopa
a'nd he claimed that their county.
churches,
IS OPPOSED
ITCHING, BLEEDING
Mr. Cassidy amended Judge Baker's!
usefulness in the world was doubtful.
to make the
Such exemption as was proposed. Mr. motion by proposing
Morgan believed was a sort of recog- chairman of the corporation commisnition of the church and ought not sion a member of the board. That
to be given in a nation which had was defeated, as was the amendment
fundamentally declared for a separa- of Mr. Winsor.
Mr. Jones of Yavapai tried to amend
Arizona Constitution Maker tion of church and state.
By Cuticura After 5 Years of SufOn this point he quoted from Gen-- the proposition by assi t.sing corporaUseDeclares That Their
fering Beyond Description
eral Grant and others, and as to the tions on their capital stock. It was
Thought Death was Near-C- alls
fulness Is Doubtful
general inutility of churches he quot- shown that such a provision would be
Cure Wonderful,
ed from Thomas Paine, of whom he invalid and it was defeated.
The final touch on the bill was
said he believed he was the only de"No ton pie ran tell how I suffered
WITH
WRESTLES
legate present who had ever heard. made by Mr. Ingraham in the form
itching and l)liini?
This was Mr. Morgan's first extended of a new paragraph pnr. iding for the for five years with
eczema, until I was
address of the session, and it was a levying of exercise and graduated incured by the Cuticura
Jiemnlieq, and I am
come, inheritance and legacy taxes.
Charitable Institutions Are to Be vigorous one.
so
grateful 1 want the
covhad
been
This
matter
apparently
one
the
an
world to know, for
earlier
It recalled
by
Exempted Under the
but
in
the
amend
ered
the
what
original,
helped me will
gentleman from Navao. That was ment of Mr.
Constitution.
My body
help others.
Ingraham was designed
four years ago when he was a member
anil face were covered
to
as
that
defect
cure
exist
might
any
One day
from
with
of the
sorfi.
legislative assembly
Nov. 22. The
Arizona
ftnn t irn In tli ffirm ir. xftii.'li
ti nl;i
to be
Phoenix,
it would frv--
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CASH

STORE

Extraordinary Line I
of

ImENS SHI TS
UNDERWEAR
I
TIES etc.
IT ALWAYS PAYS
TO TRADE AT

CASH STORE

ig Bargains

FOR CASH BUYERS
The Spot Cash Store.
CATRON
BLOCK

M.

W.TRAVIS

Propt

THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

CO

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

.......

Offer 8 irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation

and highly improved, $60.00 to
ideal homes ready for you.

S175.O0

per acre. These are

Dry Farming Lauds, $5.00 to $20.00per acre

I

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- eminent land. We have irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed men are
:
:
invited to correspond with us.
;
MEXICO,

LET US HEAR

IRANOHES,
LARGE
ANT)

SMALL.
FROM YOU,

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER
Lumber and all kinds
of building material

&

COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON HIOKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,

was cubed

"The Weit Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed ts War DKuariratnt
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing younfc
men for college or lor Outness life. Grr&t
amount of open air work. Heauhlest location
of any Ml lltary School In the Union Located
to the beautiful Pcoa Valley the jiarden
fpot of the West it an e'evaucr. o 'i.700
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day. tut
Hue rain or snow during session.
Eleven OfHcers.and Instructors, all graduTen
ates from stardard eastern colleges
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern In all respects.
REtiENTS- E. A. Cahoon, President; W
J. Phelps White,
(i, Hamilton. Vice
Treasurer; W M. Atkinson Secretary, and V
A Flnlay
For partlcuiari an1 .illustrated ratalogo
address.
COL. JA8. W. WILLSON.

I

TR AVIS SPO

IN NEW

New Mexico Military Institute

1

n

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

ran

s

a general tax scheme for the new
state of Arizona, and it was ordered
engrossed for a third reading and
final passage. The proposition is a
substitute for proposition 102 and all
others dealing with the subject of
general txation.
The consideraition of it was begun
early in the committee of the whole
and the last paragraph was not concluded until half past four in
A great many
amendments
were made, generally Intended to correct the phraseology or change the bill
in some minor particulars.
The most
phase of
States.
it was the part relating to the exempRemember the name Doan's and tion from taxation of the
property of
tafte no other.
religious organizations and property
devoted to educational purposes.
If you want anything on earth try
The exemption was opposed utterly
a, New Mexican Want Ad.
by Mr. Morgan of Navao, on the

lA.tJOHES,
LARGE
AND
SMALL
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Phone Red 100

THOVUS P. DELGADO, Mgr.

Navao county.
"There was some ill founded hope
of ttnaf lima thtil- thr Tprritnrv would
be admitted to statehood, and it was!
decided by the legislature to get ready
for the blow. It was proposed that
the constitution adopted sixteen years
before in foolish anticipation of state
hood be brought out; that
ulated dust be brushed off of it and
declaration in favor of the free
and unlimited coinage of silver be cut!
along with other, anachronisms
nnA onmo ntViiiT luniG Tnf WnTKP til ATI
will probably infest the coming con1

stitution.
"It was thought that the old constitution might be revamped in two or
three meetings. It was near the
close of the sear' jn and there was
little time to be devoted to this ex-tra work, so that night sessions were
agreed upon. One was held the first
night the subject was broached and
all of the members of the assembly
were present and entered upon the
work with wondrous enthusiasm."
The preamble of the constitution
contained a recognition of divine providence, and when that early point
was reached Mr. Morgan called a halt
and addressed the assembly for hours
ou the impropriety of recognizing
something of which the assembly
knew nothing except by hearsay. Mr.
Morgan quoted liberally from Haeekal
Kant and other rhilosophers, of whom
few of his colleagues had ever heard,
to prove that there was more or less
connecture regarding divine providence with the evidence rather against
providence.
The discussion lasted until after 10
o'clock, when the preamble was laid
aside for future consideration and the
subject was not thereafter taken up
in that session or at any other time.
It was after noon yesterday when
a recess was taken at the conclusion
of Mr. Morgan's remarks, and when
the committee sat again the amendment to include convents, Y. M. C. A.
property and Y. W. C. A. property
within the exemption was under dis-

cussion.
The champion of the Y. M. C. A.
and the sister institution was Mr. Parsons, who belived that these institutions were the greatest force in existence for moral upbuilding and for inducement to clean living.
Before he concluded Mr. Morgan entered the chamber and inquired what
was going on in the Y. M. C. A. buildings. Under the impression that the
question was asked with hostile Intent, Mr. Parsons entered upon an aggressive defense of the institution.
He described the baths, the pool and
billiard tables, the bowling alleys and
other forms of amusement, not evil
per se, and said that they were calculated to attract young men who might
seek the same amusements elsewhere

but amid debasing surroundings.
Mr. Morgan said that the object of
the institution appealed to him, but
he did not like the name of It. When
he arose to speak again there were
Mr. Morloud cries, of "Question;"
gan reminded the convention that he
had used very little of its time, which
he had observed to have been wasted
throughtout the session by "windjammers and hot air artists." He was allowed

to proceed,

and

after

several

attempts by others to secure amendments, the amendment n favor of the
convents and the Y. M. C. A. was
adopted.
After that things ran along with
smoothness for a time until the clause
was
relating to widows' exemptions
reached. Generally efforts were made
to reduce the amount of property that
might be exempted from $2,000, but
Mr. Cunniff sought to have it doubled

to $4,000.
Mr. Connelly, speaking In behalf of
Mr. Bolan said that the gentleman
was opposed to it on the ground that
a woman with $4,000 worth of property need not remain a widow long.
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it had been amended the passage oi
the bill was recommended and the
laiei iuuiifu me report ui
the whole committee and ordered the
bill to be engrossed.
There was a brief contest over a
proposition to abolish t he road tax,
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Proceedings of the committee through-thwere attended by disorder
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wllich kpPl Chairman Jones of Yava-out- ,
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i ne nrst proceeding in me morning
was a motion by Mr. Feeney for the
recommitment of the child labor proposition which he said had been so
amended as to be unsatisfactory to its
friends, and there was a brief resumption of the debate of the day before
and the bill was 6ent back to the
committee.
REPORTS OF FRATERNAL
COMMUNITIES FAVORABLE.
General and Cordial Support of Commissioners' Bill By Membership
Has Been Assured.
Chicago. Xov. 22. Reports which
will be made by the members of the
joint committee of six. representing
the National Fraternal Congress and
the Associated Fraternities of America, at their first meeting November
22 will show cordial support of the in
surance commissioners bill in every
state canvassed and by nearly every
fraternal society in each state. Mem
bers have expressed gratification that
a step has been taken to safeguard
fraternal insurance, give them full
and reliable reports of the finances
of their societies.
Charles E. Piper, chairman of the
National Fraternal Congress committee, has returned from a conference
with Commissioner Reau E. Folk of
Tennessee, chairman of the fraternal
committee of the National Convention
of Insurance Commissioners at which
enactment of the commissioners' bill
was discussed.
"Mr. Folk has received the assur
ances from practically every society
doing business in Tennessee that the
bill would be heartily supported,"
said Mr. Piper. "The fraternalists
throughout the country and the public
generally owes a debt of gratitude to
Commissioner Folk for his unflagging
efforts to conserve the great fraternal
insurance system. The mistake of in-

Wis.,

says Foley's Honey and Tar is still
more than the best He writes us,
"All those that bought It think it is
the best for coughs and colds they
ever had and I think it is still more
than the best. Our baby had a bad
exempother
the
all
and
This clause
cold and it cured him In one day.
tion provisions were left unchanged. Please accept thanks.", Sold by The
The proposition provided for a state
Capital Pharmacy.
board of equalization, but did not atto
be
was
tempt to constitute it; that
BULLETIN O.- - AGRICULTURE
left to the committee of the whole,
EXPERIMENT STATION.
and Judge Baker moved that the
secthe
board consist of the governor,
Treatment of Smut in Wheat Describ
retary of state, the state treasurer
ed by J. H, Scjuires, Agronomist
and the attorney general.
at Mesilla Park.
Mr. Winsor amended this motion by
At
time nils summer a
threshing
a provision that the board consist of
deal of the wheat in certain parts
great
of
county
the chairmen of the boards
of the Territory was noticed to be
sppervisora. He said the proposition affected by smut, which caused a conof Judge Baker would leave things in siderable amount of financial loss to
no better condition than they had been the farmers. Much of this
might have
from the organization of the Territo- been avoided, and may in the future
ry; in fact, conditions would be worse be prevented, by treating the seed besince the under the existing system fore planting, as the disease is caused
there was some pretense of represen- by spores carried over from year to
tation of the various sections of the year on the seed.
There are two distinct kinds of smut
territory, while under Judge Baker's
plan there would be none. Air the of- that affect this crop; loose smut, and
It is the latter
ficers constituting the board would stinking smut.
that is giving the trouble, and it
might be well to add that it is this
one that is so easily treated. The
Every
treatments advised are many, but two
li Interested and ihoulrt know
methods have been found most satisabout the wonuerim
tMARVELWhirlingSpray
factory from the standpoint of econottib Dew Yclnn! by rl it r.
Best Jlosi com en- - my, ease of treatment and effect.
lent. It cloansel
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haps the easiest of all the treatments,
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en its efficiency. Sixteen ounces of
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Superintendent.

RIDE IN THE MOON

lowed to soak in the solution for about
:!'i minutes, after which it. is removed
and allowed to dry thoroughly.
Care
must be taken to insure thorough dry-- j
ing to prevent mould. A good way
to manage the soaking is to place the
grain in coarse sacks of a small size
and immerse it in the solution. Many,
however, prefer the sprinkling method, which consists of making up the
solution in the same strength, and
sprinkling it over the seed, which have
been previously spread out in some
convenient
place. About a gallon
should be used to the bushel of grain,
and great care should be exercised in
order that no seed escape the treatment. When thoroughly sprinkled
they should be coveted in the pile with
old sacks or canvas, and left until the
next day, when they should be uncovered and thoroughly dried. Seed thus
treated may be kept many months before planting.

GOOD RESULTS ALWAYS FOLLOW

Milwaukee,

t;

Cuticura affrtrds the mnn! pronomiral treatment
for adccuijiis el the bkin and walp. lmrn infancy
A e:i ko ut culifura
i acf
and box of
1'ntUj,
Cutuura Ointment arc ulicn sutlirirnt
Urus & Clicm. Corp., aol(! l'rops.. llestoo.. Maa.

adequate rates at the outset has
threatened to bring disaster upon the
system and the problem of safeguarding the billions of insurance of the societies has been stupendous and more
vital to fraternalists than what Up- church did as its founder. To Mr.
Folk and his associates on the comwhich did
missioners'
most of the hard work there is due a
great, debt of gratitude from every
man whose fireside is protected by a
fraternal society's certificate. I have
pledged the support of fraternalists to
the measure his committee pounded
into shape."
Secretary C. II. Robinson of the Associated
Fraternities of America
said: "We receive only endorsement
of the action of the executive committee in approving the commissioners' bill. Our executive committee,
you know claims the credit for several
important provisions In the measure.
Fraternalists are unanimous in ex
pressing support in the legislatures of
the bill proposed."
In most states where a state fraternal congress exists that organization
will become responsible for the enactment of the bill. This honor has been
sought in Iowa, Illinois, Missouri and
Indiana. The systematic districting
of the country will be considered by
the joint committee.
Mr. Otto Paul,
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bett'T, and then break
out afi:iin with the
' '
most terrible pain anil
ifsTjf
Y V
itching. 1 have been
pick several times, bin nvnr in my life
did I expcriciK'O such awful suffering
I had made up
as with this eczenm.
ruy mind that death was near at hand,
and 1 longed for that time when I
would be ut rest. I had tried many
different doctors and medicines without
(success, and my mother brought mn
the Cuticura Kemedies. insitma; that
I try them. I began to feel better after
the first bath with Cuticura Soap, and
one applicat ion of Cuticura Ointment.
"I continued with the Cuticura Soap
and Cuticura Ointment, and hava
taken four bottles of Cuticura Resolvent, and consider myself well. This
was nine years ago and I have had
no return of the trouble nince. Any
person havine: any doubt about this
wonderful cure by the Cuticura Remedies can write to my address. Mrs.
Inn Road, Battle Creek,
Altie litson,
Mich., Oct. 1G, l'JOit."

Copper Sulphate

(bluestone)'treat-ment-

j

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

j

SANTA FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.

.

This treatment has been used
for a much longer time than the one
just mentioned, but does not give as
good results, though the disease may
he almost totally controlled in this
One pound of the crystals
way.

should be dissolved in 24 gallons of
water, and the seed poured in and left
for twelve or more hours with an oc
casional stirring, and then taken out
and dried. The seed may be planted
now, but better results are obtained
if the grain is dipped in a solution
made by dissolving 1 pound of lump
lime, that has been well slaked, in ten
gallons of water for five minutes, just
after removing from the bluestone solution.
Where infection is bad and the smut
is giving a great deal of trouble all
sacks, drills, and everything with
which the seed comes in contact,
should be treated with the same solution.
Either of these treatments, if properly given, will result in an increase
in the yield and quality of the grain
where trouble has resulted from this
disease.
J. H. SQUIRES,
Agronomist.
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The kind

lhat grows with your library

that will fit practically any space
that
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
g
bookcase made. Fitted with
doors ; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and al! made In a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them cr send for, catalog 105 with Interior
views showing airsngcmeot in .library .parlor, etc
non-bindin- g,

New Mexican Printing Company
New Mexico.
Sole Agents, Sar
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PUBLIC PROVISION FOR
CONSUMPTIVES DOUBLED.
More

roller-bearin-

Jr

Than $6,000,000 Appropriated
Still Face Great Lack of Accommodations.

state sanatoria, twenty-eigh- t
Sixteen
county hospitals, and twenty-onmunienpal hospitals for tuberculosis
have, been erected and provided for
since January 1, 1909, says a bulletin
of the Xational Association for the
Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis,
issued today.
Within the last two years the number of state institutions for tuberculosis has doubled, and the number of
county and municipal Institutions has
increased from about 30 to 80. The
expenditures of public money for the
treatment of tuberculosis also has
more than doubled. Not less than
of state money was appropri
ated for tuberculosis institutions in
1909, when 43 legislatures met, and
over $600,000 in 1910, when only eleven legislatures were in session. The
appropriations of counties and cities
for tuberculosis hospitals and sanatoria in the last two years will aggregate fully $2,500,000, bringing the to
tal of official appropriations for tuberculosis hospitals up to over $6,000,000
in the past two years.
In spite, however, of this good
showing, the national association for
the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis states that not
of the
public provision for tuberculosis that
is needed has been made. More than

ubbet Stamps

e

one-tent- h

tuberculosis patients are' con
stantly without proper institutional
treatment.

250,000

BOTH 8PEED AND EFFECTIVE.
This indicates the action ot Foley
Kidney Pills as S. Parsons, Battle
Creek, Mich., Illustrates: "I have
been afflicted with a severe case of
kidney and bladder trouble for which
I found no relief until I used Foley
These cured me enKidney Pills.
'
tirely of all my ailments. I was
troubled with backaches and severe
shooting pains with annoying urinary
irregularities. The steady use ot Foley
Kidney Pills rid me entirely of all my
former troubles. They have my highest recommendation." Sold by The
Capital Pharmacy.

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
REFREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR
BUSINESS,
MEMBER A RUBBER 8TAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
6TAMP8 MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS
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Statement with
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Mrs. Spitz will not be at home tomorrow.
Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter will not be
at home tomorrow.
Attorney "Neil B. Field, came from
Albuquerque last evening.
W. A. Rogers, a salesman from San
Francisco, is registerei at the Coro-nad-

CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banking

DCDCnMJI MCMTinM
fLIIUUi1.1L ll.LIHIIUIl.

CO.

Business

THANKSGIVING DAY
i
hMIIIWI

I

I1HMI

'I

M

Sunny

IT f

When the sturdy pilgrims of New England first ?et
aside this day, they were fu'l of gratitude to prosperity.
They were thankful that they were favored with good
crops, that they could worship God in sheir own way, and
that happiness dwelt within their little community.
So as this day was made a day of Thanks. giving, it
has survived in the hearts of the people of this grand and
glorious country, until today.
We should bs thankful for, the good that we have received, and should always bear in mind that our station in
life could be, worse. We should bs thankful that our City
has made such a decided growth in the last year, and that
oor territory will soon be a state and for the beautiful
climate in which we live, for the beautiful scenery that
lies at our door, for the prosperity that has visited us during
the past year.
This is a day of rejoicing and feasting; You cannot enjoy
a good dinner without the proper setting. Is your silver
bright and new, have you a carving set, does your roaster,
cook the turkey right, have you a set of dishes that become
the occasion, how about your table aud your dining chairs?
WE CAN HELP MAKE THIS DAY A MEMORABLE ONE, LET US SHOW YOU HOW.

MMHW

Monday laundry

soap is most efficient for clean- -

o

Your Patronage Solicited

PAGE FIVE.

carrct? removine grease
W. inz
Deputy United States Marshall
fiothinp; washing
R. Forbes of Albuquerque is In the
and doilies and
lace
Capital.
J. Eaton, the well known meat sales for everv other
cleaning pur-oos- c.
man from the Meadow City, is calling
no rosin,
on the trade.
and
nannels
A.
O.
who
Larrazolo,
Attorney
spent a few days here, has returned with-inking, and works
to his home in Las Vegas.
in any kui ot water. Its marR. Harlin, advance agent of the
velous diiri-startiquality
zona play, arrived in the city
day and Is registered at the Claire spares your back and saves
hotel.
time.
C H. Anderson, of St. Joseph, Mo.; your
J. Kalter of St. Louis and Horace C
THE N. K. FA1RBANK COMPANY
Applegate also of St. Louis, are clothCHICAGO
--

frcr.

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

President

STEPHENS. Cashier,

H. F.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

Asst.'Caseier

It o.'iains

FOR RENT
"V

'

3

--

STOREROOMS
Three

store rooms on San Francisco Street.
Just completed; excellent location.

ing salesmen at the Palace.

APPLY TO

-

u.

minent businessman of La Jara,
rado, arrived in the city yesterday
and while here transacted important
business and also visited relatives and
friends.
Hon, Herbert J. Hagerman, former
Governor of New Mexico, arrived last
evening from Roswell to spend a day
or two In the city, witnessing the
closing of the constitutional convention which he attended last night Mr.
Hagerman is the guest of Mr. and

eras..

tQ make the sma!1 bQy
whQ
thejr tiUeg wonder ,f the party
was on ,tg way t0 Mexico t0 conduct
tne war tnere
The high railroad, not military, offl-- j
cials, came in full state, arriving here
from Denver, the headquarters, in a
special train of four coaches, consist- ing of two private cars, a diner and a
pullman. They reached the city at 6
a. m. coming from Alamosa direct and
left again for their homeward trip at

Colo-lhear- d

O

WATSON & COMPANY

C- -

Surety Bonds

Insurance

Real Estate

Santa Fe, New Mexico
Piiorie. Red So. 189

19 SanFranciscc St,

Beautify Your Dining Room
FOR THANKSGIVING DAY

-

-

-

-

Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

EXPERT EMBALMERS

j
j

FE HARWARE &

SANTA

t

w

Dealers in

THE STORE OF QUALITY.

;

j

.SOME ONE HAJ CALLLED OUR, 5TOR.E
"THE HOME OF RELIABLE GOOD.5" AND

j

SPECIAL SALE FOR THE BALANCE OF WEEK
riRST

ADJOINING

IN OUR NEW QUARTERS

NATIONAL BANK

Genuine Sioux Indian SHoccasins
$2.00

EXTRA FANCY

PER PAIR

ONES

$3.50

PER PAIR.

WE RATHER LIKE THE 501ND OF THE
PHRA.SE. IT DEMONSTRATED To VS
THAT OUR EFFORTS IN SUPPLYING ;THE
PEOPLE OF THIS COMMUNITY WITh DEPENDABLE
MERCHANDISE HAVE NOT

IWILILWON

Get Them Quick for You Cannot Buy
Tliem of the Indians at That Price.

HAFFNBRCDi

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

BEEN IN

i

5

President.

5

REALTY

SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

i

J.B. HAYWARE

E. P. DAVIS,

GEO. M. KINSELL,

Manager.

Secy-Trea- s

prepare ABSTRACTS OP TITLE We write.
FIRE, TORNADO. PLATE GLASS, LIFE &
We draw LEGAL
INSURANCE.
& COLLECTIONS,
RENTS
to
PAPERS, attend
MONEY
for
cliants
PLACE
LOAN and
We can secure a desirable TENANT or PURCHASER for your property.
We respectfully solicit, your business,
We

T

Room

19

1

RUBBERI

I

RUBBER!

I

and you had better "rubber" this way
If you would secure the best bargains
In medicinal rubber goods of all kinds.
Here you will find a variety of
HOT WATER BA0S AND SYRINGE8

NICK YANNI'S

well as gloves, mats, and the usual
s
line of rubber goods handled by
druegis:. The qualities are
guaranteed to be perfect, and the pri
ces are as low as you will find elese- where In the week

afe

first-clas-

SHOE SHOP

a

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Nov. 22. Wool dull ; ter
ritory and western mediums 2223
fine mediums 2021; fine 1213.
LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, Nov. 22. Cattle Receipts
40 8,000.
40 Famous Funny
Market steady. Beeves $4.50
7.30; Texas steers $4.155.40; westRot the Make Believe But the Real.
ern steers $4.256.C0; stockers and
feeders $3.355.70; cows and heifers
2

Mm

A Big Ensemble of the

$2.256.35;

calves $7.5010.
Receipts 24,000.

World's
Greatest Comedians

THE

......
--

THE FINISH WILL PLEASE. THE FIT AND
STYLE WILL DELIGHT YOU.

W. N. (T0WNSEND & CO.

STOCK

1910

una

Market
Hogs
generally five lower. Light $6.65 &
7.10; mixed $6.807.20; heavy $6.75
24 E SAN FRANGISCO ST
7.20; rough $6.756.90; good to choice
heavy $6.907.20; pigs $6.257; bulk
$6.957.15.
CAPITAL
75c
s
Men's
(nailed) -Receipts 35,000. Market
Sheep
50o
Native $2.253.90; western
Ladies' half eolep - steady.
50c
Rubber heels
BIG STREET PARAPE at NOON $2.503.90; yearlings $45; lambs,
FIRST CLASS WORK
native $46; western $45.85.
& Co,
GUARANTEED.
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
Kansas City, Nov. 22. Cattle ReAND
$1.00
PRICES, 50 AND 75c
ceipts 12,000, including 300 southerns.
SEAT SALE AT FISCHER'S DRUG Market strong to ten higher. Native
If you want anything on earth trj
If you want anymmg on earth try
steers $4.755.25; southern steers $4
STORE, NOVEMBER 23rd.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
Ad.
Want
Mexican
New
half-sole-

FORM FITTING, SHAPE RETAINING AND
THE LINING WILL PLEASE.

MARKET REPORT

MINSTRE

N M

New Mexican "Want Ad.

LEADERS THAT ARE LEADERS AND
VALUES THAT SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES
AT FROM
0,00 TO $20.00 SUIT.

'

FAMOUS GEORGIA

O. K. BARBER SHOP

a

compared and revised that the work
was not only a test of cabability but
also of physical endurance.

Richards&Pringle's

II you want anything on eartn try

and FREJSH

PURE

T. W. ROBERT'S
Fe,

FALL AND WINTER SJT S (THE
KIRSCHBAUM ALL W00L POLICY GARMENTS) WE BELIEVE THE BEST To BE HAD
IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE PRICES
WE ARE MAKING.
OUR

THEY'RE COMING!

ROOM

247 San Francisco StSanta

A DOLLARS WORTH FOR EVERY
OR EVERY DoLLAR BACK
DOLLAR
t

ELK'S THEATRE

an easy shave
Whenever yon wantover
gave,
As good as barbers
me
at my salon
Just call on
noon
At morn or eve or busy hair
with grace
I'll curl and dress theof
suit the contour your lace.
I'll razor
scissors
keen.
and
sharp
My
clean
My shop is neat and towelsare And
I
think
you'll
And everything
To suit the tast and please the mind.
BATH

Now is the Time

j

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black 76

FIRST CLASS

Ilia

mm

& INSURANCE AGENCY.

VAIN.

WE BELIEVE WE HAVE MADE GOOD,
ANYWAY, WE STAND BEH1NDE THE
COODSWESELL, WE BACK THEM WITH
A GUARANTEE THAT MEANS SOMETHING

..

A, B. RENKHAN

SUPPLY CO.

s

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.

&

j

"EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE"

--

GAME SHEARS.

FLAT WEAR.

j

9:45 a. m.
To Build New Road?
Mrs. Levi A. Hughes.
It was at once rumored that the
Several delegates to the Constitu
"
tional Convention, who have been at;""1- "l
to building a road
-...
v,!
preparatory
xne ciaire nuici iicli. iuu
wimug
from Questa, Taos county, to Santa
their homes. Among these delegates Fe. This
is said to be a desired prowere Delegates Fred S. Brown, ot
ject by the D. & R- - G. and may materMrs.
was
by
who
accompanied
Roy.
ialize some day not far distant. But
Brown; Daniel Cassidy of Cleveland, ostensibly the visits of the five railMora county; E. F. Saxon of Tucum- road men who were accompanied by
cari Quay county; and C. C Davidson the Denver & Rio Grande agent, W.
also of Tucumcari.
D. Shea of this city from Denver, was
A. S. Hughes, general traffic mana- merely an "Inspection tour," a phrase
5.50; southern cows $2.7a4.10; nacircles covers a multi- tive cows and heifers $2.606; stock-errailroad
ger; H. W. Clarke, vice president and
in
that
and feeders $3.605.30; bulls $3
general manager; J. F. Enright, su- tude of things.
perintendent motive power and car
4.25; calves $48; western steers
departments; F. R. Rockwell, general
;$4g5.60; western cows $2.7o4.75.
disuperintendent; and S. H. Barnes,
Market
Receipts 11,000.
Hogs
vision superintendent of the Denver
ten lower. Bulk $77.10; heavy $7.05
& Rio Grande railroad arrived on a
7.15; packers and butchers $77.10;
special train consisting of private cars
6.907.10.
llght
an
R.
of
!
hours
L.
several
Lewis Socorro,
exception-P, B, and N, and spent
Market
sheeP
Receipts 11,000.
In Santa Fe. They declared that they ally efficient stenographer, has taken
Muttons $3 3.75; lambs $4.50
are merely on a tour of inspection. photographs of every member either strong. fed wethers
and yearlings $3Q
They were pleasant callers at the New singly or in groups, and will bind .5.75;fed western ewes $2.75C30.
Into
them
album
of
leather
to
an
forenoon
this
office
be:4:j5
Mexican editorial
and were shown the sights of Santa presented to President Taft.
Fe by Agent W. D. Shea.
The following epitaph is contributed
by a learned delegate from Dona Ana
RAILROAD MAGNATES HERE,
BREATHE OUR AIR. county:
Of all the woes in which we live.
Call on Merchants and Depart After The very worst is this one:
Everybody wants to talk
Three Hours and Forty-fiv- e
And no one wants to listen.
Minutes' Sojourn.
IT
iri Yirt vi w
C. R. Brice is quite proud of the
Five railroad magnates of the Den
W
C
1 Rt if it 7t M'fPtipnr
ver and Rio Grande railway came to fact that he carried off at the lastj
iqi
the city this morning, saw a few of moment a normal school, for eastern
the sights and breathed the air, visit- New Mexico. It Was similar to the
ed a number of merchants who have feat in the last legislature, when he
heavy freight shipments over their landed an additional appropriation for
road, and then departed as silently as the Military Institute at Roswell after
the appropriation bill had been prac
they invaded the city.
In the party were A. S. Hughes, gen tically signed and sealed. This timej
eral traffic manager of the road; a. too,' the matter had been closed for;
W. Clarke, general superintendent; F. good, the convention had unanimous-R. Rockwell, general superintendent; ly adopted the provision but yet he had
S. H. Barnes, superintendent, and W. it reopened and the eastern part of
TO MAKE
of ma- the Territory taken care of.
R. Enright, superintendent
Gran
Rio
and
Denver
chinery, of the
Not even the other members of the
de. In fact there were enough "gen- FRUIT CAKE
convention have any idea of the mag&
nitude of the work that was imposed
on the Revision
Committee.
"Our
MINCE MEAT
chairman Charles Springer, is a wonder," declared one of his colleagues
today. "For quick grasp of essentials,
for keenness of analysis, he had no
FRIDAY NOV. 25th
HERE IS THE PLACE
equal in the convention."
Similarly,
S. B. Davies, for true legal instinct,
TO GET
for persistency, has few peers. F. E.
Wood, Herbert F. Reynolds, Edward
D. Tittman, Norman Bartlett, and the
Everything you Need
others worked the last two weeks evThe Mirth Making
ery night until after midnight and un
i Monarch
til the gray dawn of the morning. So
many matters had to be thought of,

,t.i

Oak Extension Dinning Tables. Leather Seated
Chairs to Match. New Line of Beautiful Hand

Painted Dishes

--

.

PHARMACY

CITRON & PEELS
RAISINS & CURRANTS

Ttkf hene
jfCLT

HUBBARD

PUMPKINS,

BANANAS,
ORANGES,
SQUASH,
AND
CONCORD
GRAPE
FRUIT,

APPLES,

CALIFORNIA
PEARS,

GRAPES,
FINE NATIVE

CAULIFLOWER,

NATIVE

re auggeeted to the thirsty m sotastMag
cool and inviting
CtKttER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LFfKON SODA, IRON BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

SANTA
AH tfrimka Mufo
Ext

CLARENDON
GARDEN

SPINACH, CALIFORNIA
YOUNG
ONIONS,
TOMATOES,

CRANBERRIES

AND

NATIVE

R. V. BOYLK Mgr.

MINCE MEAT

CLiREfcDON

etc.

H. S. KADNE

FE BOTTLING WORKS.
HENRY KRtCK, Proprietor

from filtered water.

CELERY,
HEAD

LETTUCE,

RADISHES, JERSEY
SWEET POTATOES,

&Co.

POULTRY

RIFE FRUIT NOW

OUT FLOWERS. WEDDING

BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS everyday

lure bred barred Plymouth Rocks nnd White Wynndnttei. mickem
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed oi, clen wholesome food
nor Ptomaine
No chance of Tuberculosis germs
FEW FAT HE.N8 FOR EATING.

only.
A
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Hour

cectrc

ervice

BAY

and

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

We ae Agents

SLSwiPfe

Santa Fe Water
"

111,1

'

"" '"

I

'

""3S"

"'
,

mmmmn

and
mii

Call Sift Operation,

Light Company
uiiwi

m

kave
orders teirvered

Tbs telVovlnff

IMPORTED FIGS
PURE SPICES
YELLOW

titi

I

kinds

NUTS-- all

Eel" 15

poisoning,

H

I
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People Who Work
Indoors With Their Hands

St, Louis Rockv ML &
Pacific

Company.

Railway

s,

In effort Sept, 1st

(Road Down)

'JO

o 35

2li
25
31
42
49

i) 5iJ

lo

9'.'i5
1

Moines. N. M...Ari
KuiliHltlo
Dedinan
Cunulin

0
4
11
16

115

(!

'

Thompson
CunniriKham
....Clifton House N.M
Ar ... Raton. N M. ...

I..

KaLon, N.M

1

I.v;
Ay.

07
45

48

.(Jllfton House N' M..
SPrPston

B5

.

"i33S

2

4

6S

2 47

r;

J

3
3

is

.

5 IK)

.;
.,

5 in
5 18
5 28
6 45

.1
.

'!

PS

Ar
l.v

3

94

..

1

lu
"

Koehler Junction.

00
50
30
15
U5

45
25
55
0

15

9 49
9 S2
S 55

jfc

oe h e r
Ooifa'x..
Oerrososo
K

7i

82

4
3
3
3
3
2
2

YlKil

i.Lv

2

(Read Up)

1910

Ar

."

T.vi
Oiniarron
Cimarron
Arj
Nash
Harlan
Ute 1'ark N.M... Lv

35
27
17
00

Absolutely
p m

p in

4:38 ft.

m,
J. VAN HOUTEN,

E. G. DEDMAN,

Superintendent.

WILLIAMS,

M,

ve
and drop back so the wick can be quickly cleaned.
shows the amount
It has a damper top and a cool handle. Indicator always
because of a new device
The burner body or gallery cannot become wedged,

iKteKSeftroil! for service,

G. P. Agent,

V. P. & G. M.,

smokeless and odorless

ouickly gives heat, and with

wltli K. P. Ji St. W. Hy, train both HortU and8outb.;
loimeets
Stftaw 'or Van Houton Nr, M. meets trains at Preston N.I M.
M.. Tor Wliz-- iiKHntown, .V. VI., '.at 9;00
St-m, aaiiy except
lenvus Ute P.iric.
Sundays, Fare uu one way il.50 roundM- trip; fifty pound baxtxaxe carried free.
for tlie south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from the
O. !t S train 1" ii'fls !)? M )ines, N,

9orth at

.f

Smokeless

13

0:lf:

:

J

8 20
8 02
7 45
6
6
6
6

l jptf
!ff-
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SHIP YOUR FREIGHTS

and yet light and ornamental.

Continental ju company

hi mm

ASK FOR TICKETS

co-ed-

i"

nwn

""'!?

'J'""1" ""I

YOU GET 1HF BENEFIT

Pan-key-

"co-ed-

STATION S

Miles
7 40

NEW MEXICO.

OFFICES-RAT- ON

and she knew how to talk to the
"freshy frosh."
Other s
who added to the beauty of the landscape were Misses May
,
Bergere, Consuelo Bergere, Lula
Nellie Harrison, Edith Hampel
and Maudie Palmer, all of whom were
gowned with exquisite taste and wore
hats of panoramic possibilities.

YOU

artSeamstresses, watch-makerand
many others,
ists, draughtsmen,
Miss Consuelo Bergere, while listed
cannot properly handle their tools on the program as a
really
with cold, stiff hands. Many a lost took the part of a "stude" wearing
white" trousers, serge coat,
hour or two on cold winter morn- 'immaculate
and white felt hat making a picture
ings results from the delayed heat of the callow youth at college that was
of furnace or stove.
tremendously pleasing.
The musical numbers of which there
The Perfection Oil Heater in were about a dozen, were sparkling
a few minutes gives the tempera- land showed several good voices. One
the cleverest was that of "Vass iss
ture that assures the worker warm jot
Los Mit Louie" by Miss Ramona Baca
hands and pliable muscles. The and Miss Morrison, their Dutch cos-

I

GENERAL

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 22, T9t0.

FE, N.M.

of 42 years of concentrated
efforts in oneHirection every
time you smoke a genuine

BUSINESS

"

(MbN
EstaWished

KNOW

1869

WHAT

tumes and heavy wooden shoes mak
wnen
ing a aeciaea nit, especially
they waltzed around.
A clog dance by George Baker was
a very pleasing diversion
and it
i brought down the house, bringing Mr.
Baker before the foot lights again
and again.
If the play was a financial success,
and it is presumed that it was, much
credit is due the Rev. James Grattan
Mythen. who lent valuable assistance
to the players in staging their per-

CM

J(&zu&

THIS

fXgEiniiWini"""nriw

MEANS

AN if S3ZE YOU

LiKE
5, 10, and 15 cents.

H. B. CARTWRIGHT

formance.

& BRO.

Are Exclusive Agents.

Popular Show Coming.
"One swallow does not make a sum
mer," neither does one comedian make
a minstrel show.
Managers of the old school used to
contend that one real actor and fifteen
or sixteen "sticks" and a band of ten
pieces (it was often eight) was sufficient for a minstrel show, and that
the public would accept them. Historyproves the truth of their contention,
for the public did accept such organi
zations; whether or not the public
were satisfied is a question open to

CONSTITUTION

MAKERS

argument.
But there have been vast changes in
the last few years. The day of the
show is over. The public de
mand a company of uniform excel'

From Santa Feto El Paso, Bisbee
Douglas and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO

one-ma- n

lence.
' Mistakes
are to the wise man but
stepping stones to success. The matt
Amateurs again held sway before frosh.
Mr. McConnell as "Tiny" McGrath, agement of Richards & Pringle's Fa
the footlights at the Elks' theater last
"The
Ervien as "Shorty" Grimes, and mous Georgia Minstrels were the first
musical
the
comedy
when
night
H.
benefit
Ervien as "Bill" Adams, were ex- to realize that if minstrelsy was to
the
for
was
Freshman"
given
cellent
Association.
"studes," out for everlasting thrive and flourish radical and impor
of the Peerless Baseball
call tant
A fairly good audience attended the tun and they were what the girls
changes were necessary. Such
'
too. Miss Moore as
called for the outlay of a conthe
lookers,"
good
spontaneand
by
changes
judging
comedy
ous applause on which there was no "Owl" Griggs, was a first class book siderable fortune, but time and restill found in sults have testified to the truth of
brake, and by the gales of laughter worm, that rare article was
excellent their conviction. This company stands
Her
makeup
i
the
colleges.
and
play
swept
that
again
again
For Rate and full information address
the
all
and
astigmatic
she
a
was
mirth
affair
portrayed
producer
the
today the acknowledged leader in this
house,
'
troubles of an eye strained grind.
branch of the amusement business,
of a high order.
As Professor Locke, Norman King and no
student of the
-From a dramatic standpoint, it is
'
...
&
A.
true, several of the players were was the type of the tall athletic look stage will challenge this statement.
cars
his
in their own palace
of their ing "Prof." who has forgotten
travel
at
times
They
somewhat
forgetful
El Paso Texas.
comelines, but they were equal to the emer- foot ball days and has plunged deep and number 40 people. Twelve
dians of real reputation vie with each
gency and improvised in a manner into the abyss of science.
Michael Stanton, manager of the other in the fun making. There are
HON. PERFECTO ESQU1BEL.
that might have made the playwright
Elks' theater took the black faced 20 trained singers, a double sextette Delegate in the Constitutional Convention From Rio Arriba County and a
XlSfKSSI
BazssjsBsm
turn green with envy.
"Janitor-Emeritusvaude"
and he of nimble dancers, seven big
Prominent Republican.
The comedy is of college setting and part of
s
in spoke his lines with true southern dia- ville acts and a band of 25 pieces,
falling
the old story of
that is the best ever.
leve with the stude who is working lect. He was a mirth maker.
Hon. Perfecto Esquibel, delegate in and was returned in 1877 from Rio
The date of this company's appearanee at the Elks' theater is Friday, the constitutional convention
from Arriba county. In 1883 he was elected
November 25th.
Rio Arriba county and for many years sheriff of the county and in 1886 he
Three years later he
party, was
prominent in the Republican
was born at Enibudo, Rio Arriba coun- was elected treasurer and collector of
i
"Arizona."
Whether taken as a whole or In ty in 1S42, his parents being Teodoro his county.
He performed his duties with honespart, "Arizona" holds the attention of Esquibel and Maria de la Luz Sanboth the casual playgoer and the one chez de Esquibel. He was given a ty and tact and made many friends
who wishes to go deeper into the story good education. After a sojourn of and staunch supporters. In the legistwo years in Tierra Amarilla Mr. Es- lative assembly of 1906 he served as
of the passion of life.
.
The environment is such that one quibel returned to Embudo where he sergeant-at-armsMr. Esquibel has ever been a
finds ceaseless attraction in this bit followed the career of a merchant
of dialogue or that bit of action. The from 1874 to 1880, and then moved to staunch Republican and has wielded
characters are such that the soldier, Las Nutrias to take charge of large great influence in his county and in
the affairs of the territory, for his
the cowboy, and the woman, one af- farming interests.
Mr. Esquibel was called into poli- ability and patriotism have been
ter another occupy the principal
place. Having chosen an appealing tics and was sent to the legislature,
theme for his story, Augustus Thomas
the author, also selected a collection
Antonio Anaya, Galisteo; C. I. Walker
of people who could not only preEstancia; H. L. Cooper, Stanley;
serve all the virtue which there is in
Mares, Enrique Sefre, Las Vethe central idea, but who would, each
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
N.
D. Willard, Pecos.
the
to
contrast
the
Palace.
gas;
other, carry
by
CITY OFFICE IN
central idea and make this mimic
C, H. Anderson,
St. Joseph, Mo;
world seem like a real one.
A HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE.
Horace C. Applegate, St. Louis; Mfr.
To be really valuable must show
force of the characters and the and Mrs. F. L. Carter, City; J. Kalter,
The
NEW MEXICAN BLDG.
-excellence of the situations are hack St. Louis; Abe Bell, Palson Mount; J. i equally good results from each mem- ed up by dialogue which is always Eaton. Las Vegas.
Foley's
I uer OI luo
family using
or
brisk; as the talk of the west should
Honey and Tar does just this. Wheth
Claire.
Fobe, and which has a lightness now, or
Mr. and Mrs. Rafael Harlin, Arizo er for children or grom persons
a sombreness then, that Is as distinct na
safest
is
and
best
and
Tar
Honey
ley's
Albu
Company; H. P. Williams,
as the mountains and the shadows that
and colds. Sold by The
querque; W. R. Sejdel, Laguna; J. for all coughs
form the background scenes.
Kalter, St. Louis; C. B. Stubblefield, Capital Pharmacy.
City.
The use of Foley Kidney Pills. They
'Gregg.
ana
are upbuilding,
strengmenmg
Mrs. Sayles, Dallas; H. J. Hager-rein
In
Tonic
action, quick
soothing.
man, Roswell; Neil B. Field, W. R.
sults. Sold by The Capital Pharmacy.
Forbes, Albuquerque; J. M. Reeves,
Stanley; M. J. Doyd, Denver.
LETTER LIST.
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Coronado.
acand
Special automobiles furnished te
sengers between Vaughn, N. M.,
List of letters remaining uncalled
F.
W. A. Rogers, San Francisco;
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passenger
for in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N.
ALBUQUERQUE
1910.
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with an)
Nov.
week
22,
ending
M., for the
and
to
connect
at
also
with
train
the
Atchison,
Vaughn,
land Railroads and
If, not called for within two weeks
AN UNUSUAL GUARANTEE.
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor
a
to
sent
letter
unusual
dead
to
is
the
be
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
will
It
verv
guarantee
MASONIC and ELKS
they
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by oonv
office at Washington:
cooking fat, but your grocer is authorized to make you this unqualified offer
ENTERTAINMENT
In Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the RosAbita, Antonio.
if you do not find Cottolene per- As Mary Locke, the professor's
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at his way through college, formed the
Apodaca, Lupe.
reNOV. 20th to 27th.
iectly satisfactory, ne wm cneeriuny
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours In advance. Rate foi main thread for the story.
daughter, Miss Morrison was a star,
Bird, Mrs. Warren C.
fund your money.
TRIP RATE
OUND
Mrs.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four oj
E. E. Meier, engineer in charge of and she greatly assisted in making
do
Barnett,
this.
There is a reason why he can
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point
Brown, Mrs. R. E.
Cottolene is purer and more wholesome
the Arroyo Hondo project, near here, the performance a success. She knew
$4.15
Balenzuela, Ynes.
than lard or other cooking fats; morewas the leading man in the person her lines and spoke them well; her
over, it is packed in
pails,
Contreras, Anacleto.
Mr. enunciation was that of the trained
DATES OF SALE
of John Worden, a freshman.
which keep it fresh indefinitely.
! Meier
Casados, Rosendo.
was rather a docile exhibit of elocutionist and she was apparently
NOV. 19th to 23 rd.
You wouldn't buy
"fresh"
free
from
that
Julius.
malady
stage
fright
Derbus,
"the frosh" and was tantalizingly cool
when you could get "guaranteed
eggs
which
most
afflicts
John.
Return Limit
Garlick,
TIME TABLE ALL
matter how much he was teased by
fresh" eggs at practically the same price.
WOOD'YS HACK LINE no
as well as Gonsalez, Tisa.
Miss Foree was a
lines well,
He
his
the
"Sophs."
take
other
chances
with
spoke
28th. 1910.
Nov.
Why, then,
LOCAL TRAINS
and as Judith Blair was a deHarly, Mrs.
laid brick, (a part of his curriculum) a
cooking fats, when Cottolene is absoFrom
Hendrickson, Mrs. Ruth.
with a nicety, but he was not the ard- lightful creation of the
lutely guaranteed?
The foUowing aro the time tables
Theresa, Brabena.
wooer that most "Frosh" are at world. Miss Judith talked the eye
ent
BARRANCA
TAOS
TO
of the local railroads:
H.
Johnston, George
college, and which contributes so language familiar to college girls with
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
Meets Both North South much
Long, Tobe.
to the gayety of nations.
telling effect and nevertheless she
GO TO- Leave
Lovato, Jose.
Bounds Trains.
Mr. Clancy as "Piccadilly" Jerome, was a tall times the "sweet
8:00 a. m. connect with No. 3 west
Lusero, Elisita.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of a sophomore, however, had the dash Miss Ramona Baca, as Hazel Por
9:40 a. m. connect with No. 10 east.
Mclaughin, Joe.
was
ter
from
a
in
cleverly
"Bahston,"
is
desideratum
the
that
always
4:00 p. m. connect with No. X west che north bound train and arrives at
Montoya, Sinforosa.
college play.. Mr. Koch as "Bugs" frigid and rose to the proper altitude
VIA THE SANTA FE
6:20 p. m. connect with No. 2 east Taos at 7 p. m.
Maes, Andres.
of
occasion
sarcasm
the
when
caus
was
and
also a winner,
pre
Ten miles shorter than any other Stevens,
7:30 p. m. connect with No. 4 east
de.
E.
Dona
Josefita
Martines,
Vioas
Baca
sented itself. Miss Anita
No. 7 west. 8:50 p. m. ccnect witn way. Good covered hack and good ed much laughter by his patronizing
Martines, Andrellita.
attitude toward the unsophisticated let, was a pretty daughter-of-a-ladteams.
No. 8 east, and No. P west.
Martines, Frank.
10:20 a. m. with conection from No.
S.CJa to 2ua.lE
Martines, Gregorio (2).
I5
Tlilngr
3 west
Eloisa.
fteaa.g'3? Goxxxfortable.
ON SALE NOW
It is ths nature cf women to suffei Montoya,
Owen Paul.
12:10 P. m. with connection from
uncomplainingly, the discomforts and
No. ie east
O'Gara,
Irving.
SAN FRANCISCO, $66.90
fears that accompany the hearing of
LOS ANGELES )
6:05 p. m. with connection from No.
Ribal, Franclsquita.
children. Motherhood is their crownSAN DIEGO
1 west.
Romero, Miguel.
ing glory, and they brave its suffer7:30 p. m. with connecUon with No.
Smith, Harry.
ings for the Joy that children bring.
CITY OF MEXICO, 68. 15, PHOENIX, ARIZ, $45. 55
? east.
No expectant mother need suffer,
Swearing, Nellie.
Liberal atop-ove- r
however, during the period of wait
9:45 p. m. with connecUon from No.
Sanches, Amado.
privileges
Long time limit
used
is
Friend
Mother's
if
when
comas,
nor
4 east No. 7 west.
she
feel
is
in
that
Terisa,
baby
Salasar,
danger
ing,
and
Tourist
Pullman
Sleepers.
Through
in preparation of the event. Mother's Friend relieves the pain and discomfort
11:30 d. m. with connecUon from
Torres, Onecimo.
py counterNo. 8 east. No. 9 west
basket leaves Monday Tuesday caused by the strain on the different ligaments, overcomes nausea
Runningwater, June.
Comfortable Chair Cars, Steam
nreventa backache and numbness of limbs and soothes the inflammation
Williams, Charlie.
Above effective October 1st
Returns Thursday and Friday. action,
and Electric Lighted.
Heated
of
mother's
the
use
fits and prepares every portion
of breast glands. Its regular
Walker, Mre. M.
D. & R. G. Ry.
AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop system for a proper and natural
Winings, Paul.
Leave 10:15 a. w. for north.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
Wilson, W. B.
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
F O. BROWN Agent
Mrs.
her a quick and complete recovfor
for
these
letters
In calling
pleas
New Mexico Central Ry.
ery. Mother's Friend is sold at
For further information, timetables and
Phone No. 23 Red
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
state whether "advertised" or not
drug stores. Write for free book for
Pullman reservation, call on or address. ,
34 east and 33 south and west
expectant mothers.
B. C. BTJRKB3,
If yon want anymmg on earth try BBADFIEIiD EEQXTLATOE CO.,
Arrive 8 p.m. with connection from
Postmaster.
H. S. LUTZ Agent Santa Fe, N. M.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
No. 33 east; No. 34 south and west
Atlanta, Ga.

CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso & Southwestern System

The Best Route
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East or West

drifts ) ' iA

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P.
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WHEN GOING
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use the

Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo. Springs and Pueblo
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Fabrics It If

Best to Leave It to Professionals.

Government.
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123,-00-

AWAY

In the Case of Colored

Extensive Work Which Is Now Being
Carried on by the National

GOLD

The United States department ot
Lady Learned About Cardul, The
agriculture is using this year In the
Woman s Tome and is Now
national forests over ten tons of tree
Seventh Convention of NaEnthusiastic in its Praise.
seed. Most of this Seed has already
Hartional Rivers and
been planted or sown. The rest will
Mount Pleasant, Tenn. "Cardui Is an be utilized later in tbe season as fabors Congress
you claim for it, and more," writes Mrs. vorable conditions are presented.
It takes a great many tree seeds to
M. E. Rail, of this place.
"I was a great sufferer for 2 years and make tea tons. Jack pine, the most
7
WILL
COlENEJECEIiER
was very weak, but I learned about Carimportant tree for planting in the Nedui, and decided to try it Now I am in braska sand hills by the forest service, will average something like
Governor Judson Harmon Will perfect health.
to the pound. Of western yellow
when changing into
daughter,
"My
Be One of Speakers to
pine, the tree most extensively plant
womanhood, got in very bad health. I ed
throughout the national forests as j
Washington.
gave her Cardui and now she enjoys a whole, 10,000 seeds v ill make a
good health.
pound.
Altogether the ten tons of
"Cardui is worth its weight in gold. I seed to be used this year represent
Washington, D. C, Nor. 21 (Spex
cial.) The Seventh Convention of recommend it for young and old."
perhaps 300,000,000 single seeds.
the National Rivers and Harbors ConIf every seed could be depended on
Being composed exclusively of harmgress which will be held in this city less vegetable ingredients, with a mild to produce a young tree suitable for
December 7, 8 and 9 next it is ex- and gentle medicinal action, Cardui is planting the result would be a supply
pected will bring to the National Ca- the best medicine for weak, sick girls of nursery stock sufficient to plant
800,000 acres of land, but no such repital the largest gathering of water- and women.
sult can be looked for because many
way enthusiasts ever assembled in
It has no harsh, powerful,
seeds do not germinate.
Most of the
this country. President Taft, who
action, like some of the strong seed will be sown either broadcast or
will deliver the opening address to minerals and
drugs, but helps nature to lu seed spots or planted with a corn
the delegates said in the course of a
perform a cure in a natural easy way.
planter directly in the place where
in
that
transportation
Chicago
speech
the trees are to stand. Even when
Try Cardui.
was the question of the hour and that
N. B. Write to.-- Ladies Advisor Dept., Chatts. nursery stock is raised a liberal althe only "olution of the problem was nooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.,
for Special
In
book. Home Treatraeal lowance must be made for loss.
Instructions, and
recourse to the waterways of theTJnit-e- lor
Women, ' sect in pliin wrapper, on request.
the first place a considerable percentStates.
age of the seeds will be found to be
Probably next in importance to the by the landlady from Mr. and Mrs. infertile. Of those which germinate
Unitof
the
of
President
the
address
Frank S. Hall of Albuquerque an- many will die before they leave tha
ed States will be the speech of Judthe wedding of their daugh- nursery beds, and many more will be
nouncing
son Harmon of Ohio, who has for
M. Hall to Harold M. Moore lost in transplanting.
Sarah
ter,
There are now 24 national forest
years been a close student of the of Santa Fe. Mr. Moore is a railway
question of improved waterways and mail clerk and is popular here. He nurseries with an annual productive
Cincinat the very meeting held in
has been a confirmed bachelor all capacity of over 8,COO,000 seedlings.
nati seven years ago when it was de- his life and he is still young. But one But there are many millions of old
termined to reorganize the National day he began to board at the sign burns on the national forests which
Rivers and Harbors Congress, Gov- Cupid on west Palace Avenue and are waiting to be restocked and some
quicker and cheaper method than the
ernor Harmon completely refuted the he is now a benedict.
ac tual planting of nursery grown trees
idea in his address to the delegates
who
dine
The
there
married
people
urgently needed. Therefore the forat that time that the different states are smiling but the alleged women is
esters are making experiments on a
interstate
waterways
which
through
haters-- ' who propose to die bachelors
methods of
run should be called upon for a pro are growing uneasy and are wonder large scale with different
direct sowing and planting and most
rata sum for their improvement,
if
in
is
love
Cupid
ing
serving
of the seed gathered last year was obpotions
that the jurisdiction belongs the food set before them.
tained for this use.
Federal
government
to
the
entirely
Broadcasting has already been found
such
to
improve
whose duty It is
Dressed In "Black and Yellow"
to give good results in some regions.
stastreams for the benefit of all the
Not "Football Colors" but the color It was first tried in the Black hills of
tes through which they flow.
of
the carton containing
Foley's South Dakota with an encouraging
In addition to this distinguished ci- Honey and Tar the best and safest outcome. To broadcast an acre of
tizens others quite as well known in cough remedy for all coughs and colds. land with yellow pine seed about eight
their vocations will deliver addresses Do not accept a substitute but see pounds of seed is used. One of the
inthat you get the genuine Foley's most formidable drawbacks of this
during the ays of the convention
chair- Honey and Tar in a yellow carton with method is the extent to which the
Sefton,
Clifton
Hon.
the
cluding
man of the Conservation of the Can- black letters. Sold by The Capital seed may be consumed by birds and
Amrodents. If the season happens to be
adian Government; the Mexican
Pharmacy.
Chief
one in which food for these animals is
H.
W.
Bixby,
General
bassador;
scarce the loss is very heavy. The
White
Horace
Governor
of Engineers;
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
problem of control of animal pests,
of New York; Representative Clarfof Small Holding Claim No. 2520.
euch as field mice, ground squirrels
Missouri; Colonel William L. Sibert,
014351 not coal. and
Comgophers, which eat the tree seeds,
Canal
Panama
of
the
member
Department of the Interior.
and also the further problem of pre"
The
on
will
speak
mission, who
United States Land Office,
venting the depredations of rabbits,
Panama Canal as a Connecting Link
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 21, 1910.
which are altogether too fond of the
S.
Between Our Coasts"; Walter
Notice is hereby given that the follo- little trees themselves,
whether
chief pro- wing-named
Dickey of Kansas City, the
claimant has filed not- nursery transplants or field grown
SteamRiver
moter of the Missouri
ice of his intention to make final proof seedlings, is receiving the attention of
boat Lina; F. W. Crandall, National in support of his claim under sections the biological survey experts of the
TravChairman Railroad Committee Ameri- 16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891, department of agriculture.
of
elers Protective Association
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
Brookca- Robert J. MacFarland of
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
lyn' who is one of the leading spirits 479,) and the said proof will be made PREPARES FEDERAL PAROLES
associain the New York Waterways
Probate
Montoya,
of before Alfredo
tion and Mrs. Hoyle Tomkies,
Clerk at Bernalillo, N. M., on January Department of Justice Will Put New
s
Woman
Law Into Effect as Soon as
Louisiana, president of the
9, 1911, viz: Marcos C. de Baca, of Pe-nNational Rivers Harbors Congress.EnPracticable.
Blanca, N. M., for the claim 2520
of
Chief
The appearance of the
in sees. 35 and 3G, T. 16 N., R. 5 E. N.
Naof the
The law for paroling United States
gineers upon the platform Congress M. P. M. Surveyed in May 1909.
will be put Into effect by the
prisoners
tional Rivers and Harbors
He names the following witnesses
preof Justice as soon as prac
department
marks a precedent as none of the ever to prove his actual continuous
adhave
tlcable. The first step will be the esof
Chiefs
Engineers
ceding
water- verse possession of said tract for tablishment of rules and regulations
addressed this great body of
obtwenty years next preceding the sur- tor the procedure of the board of paway advocates. Their particular
role of each penitentiary. These are
was that as vey of the township, viz:
to
thus
appearing
jection
with Luis Leyba, Gauro Crespin, Paz
t be subject to the approval of the atassociated
they were intimately
Antonio Lucero, all of Pena, torney general.
The board In each
the
improvefor
the recommendations
sase is made up of the superintendent
Blanca, N. M.
ment of the rivers, harbors and canals
in the department of justice
references to
Any person who desires to protest of prisons
of the country and their
at Washington and the warden and
offas
of
said
allowance
the
proof,
against
the same might be regarded
United States penigreater or who knows of any substantial rea- physician of each V.
icial in character, therefore
Robert
Ladow, superintentiary.
ut.
son under the laws and regulations
attach to their
tendent of prisons, will leave Washimportance might
the
be
of
such
Interior
the
otherwise
why
would
Department
later in the season to visit the
terances than
who
should not be allowed will be ington
at McNeil island, Washcase. General Bixby, howeverof the proof
penitentiaries
knowledge
given an opportunity at the
and at Atlanta and Leavenington,
probably has a
e
United Statime and place to
worth to set in motion the machinery
waterways of continental officer of
of said clainm-ant- , to
witnesses
the
of any
that
as
wide
carry out the law.
as
tes
invitation
to offer evidence In rebuttal
the
The statement was made at the debe corps has accepted RansdeTl of of and
that submitted by the claimant.
partment of Justice that only about
of President Joseph E.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
the convenaddress
to
five per cent, of convicts paroled by
Congress
the
the
with
Register. the states are returned to prison for
tion after consultation
violation of their parole. Probably
of War.
attended
2,500 prisoners are now in the federal
HEXAMETHYLENETETRAMINE
Four thousand delegates
who will be affected by
this city last
in
German
a
of
name
held
penitentiaries
Is
chemical,
the
convention
the
J. one of the many valuable ingredients tbe law sooner or later, about 500 are
to
Secretary
year and according
In the reform school class and a numwho opened of Foley's Kidney Remedy.
V Ellison of Cincinnati,
ber In Jails scattered throughout the
New
the
at
Is
by
recognized
today
bis headquarters
will be greatly medical text books and authorities as country. The parole law contemplates
Willard, this number
c
for that convicts whose prison records are
a uric acid solvent and
augmented at the
good and who have served
indicatRemthe urine. Take Foley's Kidney
vention, his correspondence
of the terms to which they were senIn the propaat the first sign of kidtenced may be released on parole on
ing Increased interest Rivers Harbors edy promptly
mala
avoid
serious
and
trouble
certain prescribed conditions.
ganda of the National for a '"Water-wa- ney Sold bv The
Capital Pharmacy.
ady.
Congress which stands
Undying Fame.
Notice for Publication.
Policy and not for a Waterway
"Far be it frum me to boast
ob mah fambly tree," said the
Project."
0
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above-mentione- d
cross-examin-

sec-retar-y

While there are simple home remedies for stains that are apt to be successful It is the wisest and most economical plan In the end to take the
soiled garment at once to a professional. In some cases the experimenting at home results In the ruin of the
entire garment. This is especially
true In regard to colored fabrics.
White goods may be safely treated
at home, but In the case of colored
materials one has not only to consider the nature of the stain, but also
the color of the goods. The stain may
be obliterated by certain applications,
but frequently tbe color comes away
also or changes to another tone. The
original color may be restored by an
application of a solution of one part
of ammonia in twenty parts of water.
Should this fail try ether or chloroform, keeping away from the fire
during the process. If the stain refuses to respond there is nothing to
do but to consult a professional, but
he will charge more than he would
had the fresh stain been brought to
him.
NEW

IDEA

IN

BAKING

BREAD

Better Than the Old Methods,
and Anyway Is Well Worth
Trying.

May Be

Bake two cakes of compressed yeast
in a cupful of blood-warwater, with
two teaspoonfuls of granulated sugar.
Let It stand about fifteen minutes.
Now sift a bowl full of flour, about
two quarts, make hollow in center.
Into which place one tabtespoonful of
salt,
cupful of sugar, and
a tablespoonful of lard. Melt the lard
If you like. Now two cupfuls of milk
end one of water, heat milk In water
until blood warm, and If you use less
milk Just add more warm water;
place this In the bowl with the yeast
added and mix gradually with the
flour (I use a wood paddle for this.
A paint paddle which comes with a
fresh can of paint with holes in it Is
excellent for this and costs nothing, as
you can get one for the asking at any
department store) until it can be
handled. Place back In the bowl,
cover with the bread board, and let it
stand 15 minutes. This is necessary,
as this does the work of kneading.
Now butter raising bowl, place dough
In and turn over to butter top; let
raise again and bake.
This recipe
makes four medium-sizeloaves. Chicago Tribune.

,

above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

The official announcement
that
last year as many as 17,258 young
Frenchmen omitted to present themselves for their legal term of military
service has produced a painful impres-

sion.
The increasing number of deserters
appears to be due to three causes. In
the first place, the
would seem to have made sad progress
In certain districts. Then again, part
of the mischief is to be traced to the
amnesties repeatedly voted by parliament in favor of the men who have
not fulfilled their military obligations.
Thirdly, account must be taken of "the
incredible facilities accorded by tbe
different French administrative authorities" to the "insoumis" who are
away from their country and who apply for a safe conduct that they may
return home for their private affairs.
Not only is the existence of such safe
conducts a matter for regret, but the
facility with which they are granted is

really extraordinary.
The war office and the government
can at least suppress two of them by
no longer granting amnesties or safe
conducts to men who are in revolt
against the law of the nation and
against patriotic duty.
SAINT

UNJUSTLY

ACCUSED

Peking Gazette Tells How Nagdoang
Blobzang Has Right to Transfer
Soul to Successor.

pawt have you aw
for me. Miss Coechem?" asked
young Saplelgh of the fair manager Of
the amateur theatricals.
"Why, really, Mr. Sapleigh," she replied, "I'm afraid I have overlooked
you, and all the parts have been assigned. Oh, by the way, there is still
the part of the heroine's father; I think
that would about fit you."
"The pawt Is weully of little aw
consequence, doncher know. Just so
I'm one of the aw actabs," said Sapleigh. "What am I aw supposed to
do In the pant?"
"Well," answered the fair manager,
"as the heroine Is supposed to be an
orphan. It will be up to you to remain
dead."

LOST. Near Plaza. Ladies gold
watch. Return to this office. Reward.
FOR SALE Three extra fancy turkey hens. 422 Galisteo street.
FOR SALE Cows horses and wagon. Apply at Mrs. Otto Retsch 409
Galisteo St
LOST flrey fur foliar. Return to
this office and get reward. Mrs. Garrison.

Apples By the box or carload.
and
Strictly graded, fancy, choice
standard.
Referendum.
Shipped direct from our
own station. Prince & Co., Espanola,
'
When the time came for the
of a member of a southern :or I B. Prince, Santa Fe.
legislature the member sauntered
WANTED Men without experience
down to the corner store one night to
sound out the opinion of the townsmen to work at electricity, plumbing, autc-- !
Learn trade in
as to whether ho could be sent back mobiles, bricklaying.
to the capital of bis state as a law- Jfew months without expense, 200 stud
ents last year. $30,000 contract Jobs.
maker.
United Trade
"Well, boys," he said to the assem- Write immediately.
School Contracting Co., Los Angeles.
bled politicians, "what about it?"
There was an embarrassing pause.
"Speak right out, fellows," he enTYPEWRITERS
couraged the meeting.
Cleaned,
adjusted and repaired. New
"To tell the truth, Sam," said one of
Ribbons and supthe crowd, "we've decided that. Judg- platents furnished.
sold, exchange
plies.
Typewriters
what
thb
from
hyuh county got
ing
out of the legislature while you were and rented. Standard makes handled.
there we mought as well have writ a All repair work and ypewrlters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exletter." Popular Magazine.
change. Phone Black 221.
j

Best He Could Do.
WANT Look! What a very rare
"What," queried the millionaire treat! A full fledged registered pracparent of the callow youth, "will it ticing physician; from America's leadcost to educate my boy?"
ing medical college; with hospital ex"That," replied the college presi- perience and a special conrse In the
dent, after carefully sizing up the latest treatment of consumption in
boy, "is a question I cannot answer. the largest private sanitarium in the
But I can put him through college for world; while sojourning in the terriabout $3,000."
tory for a few months will accept a
position as a trained nurse or attendant. Phone 232 Red. Call or address
Quality.
Dr. Dennis, (colored) 128 Cerrillos
"Yes," said the man with the reSt., Santa Fe.
"1
too
smoke
chin,
altogether
treating
much. My cigars cost me a dollar a
FOR
SALE Handsome
quarter
day."
sawed oak desk, roller top, filing de"Smoking thirty or forty cigars a
day," said the other man, moving to vice, spacious and in Al condition.
windward of him, "certainly does look Cost $100 will sell for $60. Also have
one substantial desk in splendid conoverdoing It."
dition for lower price. Inquire New
His New Point of View.
Brother Harry What a pretty girl
that Mis3 Holmser is!
Sister Bess Do you really thlnH
so? I never heard you praise her
beauty before.
Brother Harry Well, to tell the
truth, I never knew till last night
that she had money.

Mexican.

When You Are
"All Broke Up"

THE REMAINDER.

J

fresh-lookin-

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

Maude Jack says his fiancee is one
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
In a million.
Clara Yes, and he will find that her
ZHath.ee
A KICK

remainripr

COMING.

Soon Goes.
Two weeks are long enough,

However thrifty

I know.

ENJOY AUTUMN BY
DRIVING THRU
THE COUNTRY

It's the best route back to nature,
and will imbue new life into your
wearied mind. The most pleasure
will be obtained by driving the
STYLISH LIVERY
We can furnish you. Our horses are
all equal to the trip and our carriages ride with ease and grace.
Don't forget to secure your rig
from us.

We may be. the coin to blow.
We save In fifty.

WILLIAM
S10 San

OsCKM

Virtue.
Virtue by itself is not strong
enough, or anything like it It must
have strength added to it and the de- -

IKS,.

Rupert Old chap, you have my sincere sympathy!
I hear you proposed
to Belle on Wednesday and was re-

JPfaESS

the way of a suit, after passing
transthrough a rainstorm that has
formed your next looking suit into the
appearance of a bundle of rags, don't
dispair, or get mad, but send the garments to us. In less time than you
think we will return you a new suit,
to all appearance and you will find
and presit clean and
sed back into shape.And our charges
are low.
in

INSEPARABLE,

body-servan- t,

An Uncertain

"What

Favorable Sign.
The Friend Do you think your suit
for $10,000 damages against the railFirst Hobo Don't stop at that place
road Will be decided in your favor?
for a handout.
The Plaintiff It looks like It now.
Second Hobo Why not?
My lawyer has Just placed an order
First Hobo You'll be more apt to
for a $5,000 automobile.
find a foot out.

colored man who was whitewashing
our chicken coop, "but one ob mah
relertives was "
"General Washington's
personal
sah!" we Interrupted,
but
meanly,
gleefully.
"He was no sich thing, sah," warmly retorted the colored man; "he was
one of Misteh Jack Johnsing's most
esteemed sparrin' pardnehs befo' de

fight!"

If.

bnt-teh-

brag-glngl- y

d

Says as Many

d

y

(013780.)

Announcement

RUBSING IT

ARMY

The following curious decree (condensed) appears In the Peking Gazette
of 'June 22. "The resident in Thibet
reports that in the year 1899 the now
a
degraded Dalai Lama addressed
complaint to the then resident, complaining that the Timu Saint Nagdoang
Blobzang had been bribing the Kamba
Lama of Chantui to cause the death
of the Dalai Lama by means of evil
In
incantations
of
consequence
which, at the resident's request, the
said saint was cashiered, besides being
deprived of his spiritual title.
"The Lama of the
Monastery, together with the Lama of the
Timu Monastery and others, now petitions the resident
that Nagdoang
Blobzang was quite falsely accused,
and really never did any such wrong;
they crave the emperor's favor In consequence on his behalf. Under these
circumstances Nagdoang
Blobzang
must have his spiritual title restored
to him, and be given back in addition
all the wealth, valuable objects and
glebes appertaining thereto, and also
the right to transfer his soul to a sucApple Kucken.
One quart of bread flour, 1 cud of cessor in due course."
sugar, 1 teaspoon salt; sift into a
;
large bowl and rub In
cup of
Troubles With P. M.
add
cup raisins washed and
Postmaster-Genera- l
Hitchcock speakcut in halves, grated rind and half
the juice of 1 lemon; beat 2 eggs and ing of the troubles encountered by
add to a cup of warm milk and 1 yeast new postmasters In rural districts,
cake dissolved in warm water; mix all told of a case that recently was called
together and cover and raise over to his attention.
A postmaster who had been on duty
night; in the morning turn out onto
floured board and divide into 5 pieces, at a town in North Carolina for sevshape each piece and roll out with eral weeks had failed to reply to any
of the official communications
which
rolling pin to fit either an pblong or
round tin; brush the tops wjth melted had been addressed to him. He had,
butter and cover with siloed apples, however, been sending his reports
with cinnamon and sugar sprinkled without delay.
"We were Just about to send an Inon top; let rise light and bake a nlc
brown; when done sprinkle top witA spector down there," said the post
master-genera"when we received a
powdered sugar.
letter from the postmaster, In which
Her Righteous Indignation.
he said:
The austere matron with the con" 'I have a big bundle of mail here
spicuously convex eyeglasses, who addressed to P. M., and as no
person
was looking at the statuary In the art
with those initials gets mall here,
museum, was observed to be pinning what shall I do with It?'
a copy of a yellow journal around a
"He was told that It might be
statue of Hebe.
and reatf by him." Judge.
opened
"What are you doing, madam?"
asked the atendant.
An Unintended Error.
"I am trying, sir," she answered in
The Critic In the twelfth chapter
a deep, strong voice, "to make the
of your novel you say, "As Clifford
punishment fit the crime!"
Dangerfleld came slowly up the long
garden walk, Clarissa, with maidenly
Her Warm Retort.
admiration, gazed upon him."
The Author Well, Isn't that all
"Laughed at you for capturing a
al foreign due, eh?" asked the right?
The Critic Hardly. How can Clar:riend.
"Yes, but I got even," pouted the issa "gaze" after she has been blinded?
pretty American heiress.
The Author After she has been
"In what way?"
"Why, I told her she couldn't even blinded? What are you talking about?
The Critic Why, in the previous
capture a goose."
chapter. In which you describe Clifford's planing mill, you say, "For a
TACT.
long fascinating minute Clarissa rested her beautl'ul brown eyes upon the
swiftly revolving buzz saw."

one-thir- d

Coal Land Jemez Forest.
CUPID SERVES LOVE
Small Holding Claim No. 4378
POTION AT THIS HOUSE.
on
Department of the Interior,
The boarders at a certain house
United States Land Office,
west Palace avenue are wondering
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 9, 1910.
who will be the next victim of Cupid.
Notice Is hereby given that the !ol
In the past half year, bachelors who
claimant hag filed nodined there have become benedicts at lowing-namethe rate of about one a month. Some- ; tice of his intention to make final
times the bachelors are "bachelor-girls"- proof in support of his clarm under
in fact the proportion is about sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
even.
The latest was made known when a the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
wedding announcement was received 470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. CL
at Cuba, N. M., on December 26
Comr.,
SKIN AND SCALP TROUBLES 1910, viz: Maurlclo Sanchez, of Cuba,
YIELD TO ZEMO.
N. M., for the claim 4372 in Sec. 7,
PREPARATION T. 20 N., R. 1 W., and Sec. 12, T. 20
A CLEAR LIQUID
FOR EXTERNAL USE.
N., R. 2 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
The Capital Pharmacy drug store is
so confident that ZEMO will rid the to prove his actual continuous adverse
skin or scalp of infant or grown per- possession of said tract tor twenty
son of pimples, blackheads, dandruff, years next preceding the survey of the
eczema, prickly heat, rashes, hives, township, viz:
Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sanchez,
ivy poison or any other form of skin
or scalp eruption, that they will give Sam Wiggins, Ellas Sanchez, all of
your money back if you are not entire- Cuba. N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
ly satisfied with the results obtained
from the use of ZEMO.
against the allowance of said proof,
give or who knows of any substantial reaThe first application i will
prompt relief and show an improve- son under the laws and regulations
ment and in every Instance where of the Interior Department why such
used persistently, will destroy the proof should not be allowed will be
In a clean, given an
opportunity at the
germ life, leaving the skin
e
time and place to
healthy condition. ,
resome
the witnesses of said claimant,
Let us show you proof of
markable cures made by Zemo and and to offer evidence In rebuttal ot
now to pre- that submitted by claimant
give you a 32 page booklet
MANUEL R. OTERO.
serve the skin. The Capital PharmaRegister. .
cy Drug Store.

Official

FRENCH

as 17,258 Men Omitted to Present Themselves for Service.

anti-septi-

.
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Francisco St 'Phone

139 Rea.

We Have Built Up

Theodore Roosevelt.

Luxury.
"1 never saw a man who insisted on fused.
Harold
But I proposed
having a sure thing as Mr. Penniwise
does. He declines to pay for anything again on Thursday and was accepted.
Rupert Hum yes so I heard I
unless he knows exactly what he is
Wby-er-ye-

getting."
"That's true. He won't even buy a
Not Wanted.
canteloupe."
Although he's alway9 finding fault,
Effec of tssind ivid Cor.
Some day he'll learn
Every ore is familiar with the ef- That no one offers a reward
For
Its return.
fects of sound upon the nervous. Harmonious sounds please and gratify, inharmonious sounds displease and Iron tne Lawn.
ritate. Sweet music, the singing of
Eva Two is company and three is
birds, the purling of a brook, fall a crowd.
pleasantly upon the ear, soothing and
Jack Oh, I don't know. This hamdelighting the hearer. The screeching mock was strung for three.
of a rusty hinge, the banging of a
Eva Gracious!
Three?
door, the sound of a discordant piano,
Jack Yes, Dan Cupid, you and me.
irritate and annoy the hearer. If
long enough continued, such Bounds
Divorce Statistics.
will produce an evil condition of
In England and Wales, to every
nervousneai
100,000 of population, there are annually granted two divorces; In IreLife's Three Great Questions.
There are three great questions land, less than one; in Italy, three;
whicu In life we have over and over in Scotland, four; in Germany, fifteen ;
in France, twenty-three- ;
and in the
again to answer. Is it right or wrong;? .United
States, seventy-threIs it true or false? Is it beautiful or
.
UKllt
Ayefetin,.

lEi

Reciprocity.
"I am afraid I havA com a tn baa vat.
Shout this matter onlv tn hnrrAur !...
ble." "That's all risht
it' fh.
thing I have to lend."
BIngs Yes, George Mid his wife are
Cut It, So to Speak.
You couldn't separate
Inseparable.
If you have got anything on your
them with a club.
Bangs Why, I Just heard that his mind that is troubling you get It off
even though it requires the assist
club has come between them.
anca ot n barber.
Our Old Friends.

There are no friends like old
friends, that we knew long ago; they
never fail to tell us things we do not
care to know. They teil us we are
getting bald, or "My, you're awfully
gray!" And "Goodness, you are looking bad!" That's what our old friends
av.

Well.

"Didn't our laundry do your shirts

op well?"

"Sure did 'cm up brown."

Novel Tool Chest.
in manual training schools

our Paint buslnes ty givmg only the
a Wisconsin man has patented a tool best grades for a reasonable price.
chest which may be converted Into a Every can of our Paint is reliable. It
work bench by clamping It to the top is made of the best White Lead end
of two desks.
colors, giving a uniform
coat and spreading easily and smoothRats as Human Food.
ly without streaks or spots. These
Rats are eaten by the natives of colors will not fade in the sun, and
Northern Australia.
they cover a large surface. One coat
of our Paint is as good as two of other
kinds.
Repetition Forbidden.
Tomorrow never comes; neither
does vesterdpjr.

For use

well-groun-

Charles W. Dudrow
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n mi
I
py
in
wedding of Miss Rebecca Rael and National Guard will he seen all over
of the
L. Quintana at the Cburch
Not In response to mil-- ;
ntry.
Felipe
MINOR HITY TOPICS
at 9 a. m. itary call but through the medium
Our Lady of Guaralupe
r
i-Pi
?
s
Thursday, November 24. Invitations of moving pictures. The American
- .
have been issued to the wedding of Film Manufacturing Company of Chi-Celestina Maestas and Pedro Quinta- - cago secured permission to have the
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.
na in the Church of Santa Cruz on militia pose in a scene near the capi- The New Mexican will insert free
tol yesterday and then march on, and
Saturday, November 2G.
enterof charge three notices of any
He Stayed Here Mr. Goldsmith, a the hoys went, through the perform-tainment for charitable purposes; the
healthseeker at the Palace Hotel is ance with credit. The "plot" was as
THIS ?S WHAT WE HAVE IN 1910 CROP
notices must be typewritten and
his friends follows: There are two brothers in.
BLACK
WALNUTS,
"I am quite
WALNUTS, BRAZILS, FILBERTS, PECANS,
should not exceed one hundred words being congratulated by
Fe and did the east, one of whom is a lieutenant I.
Santa
that
remained
he
li
lNUtS HICKORY HUTS, PEANUTS,
positive that the
each. For additional space, the regu
as
a
use of alum baking
lar advertising rates will be charged, not go to Guadalajara, Mexico of he in the national guard and tovery up- j
APPRICOTS, PEACHES, PEARS, PRUNES,
powder should be condemned
whom
the right fellow. His brother,
This in view
rule will not be departed from In contemplated.
This
9
Prof. Vaughan, University of Michigan.
raisings, currants.
the future, except that where pro- strenuous time now seen in Mexico, he is devoted, however is a worthless
on the chap and embezzles some money. In
is
while
insurrection
for
the
FRUIT
GRAPE
MexiNew
LEM0NS
the
are
0RANGES'
grams
printed by
can Printing Company, the program eastern coast, there is no telling order to save his brother from a prison sentence the lieutenant takes the
will be inserted free. To avoid error, where it will spread to.
CAIIFORNIA AND IMPORTED, ALL KINDS, SIZES
The Management of the Elks' an- - blame on his own shoulders and his
notices of meetings, etc., will not bt?
OC AND PRICES. HOLLOW! DATES, SMYRNA
nounce tne coming ot Augustus mom- - crotner goes iree. aucn was me ex- r
taken over the telephone.
WASED F1GS
as' beautiful play "Arizona," to the cellent record of the lieutenant that
Nov. 22.
Colo.,
theatergoers for one night Saturday, he is pardoned and told to leave the
Denver,
November 2Cth. "Arizona" has made country.' He is publicly degraded
a
AND
The forecast is fair weather toCAXMIKH
etc,
uKAXUK TKKI., COl.oAM-'Tthe most conspicuous success in New la Dreyfus before the other members
night, warmer in the southeast
ork that has been achieved by any o hl3 company and his brother is
portion. Wednesday generally
Pilose 80.
,
Pnnne So.
dramatic offering for the past five, ,
fair.
That ended yesterhj
5 ears.
Its run at two theaters aggre- - day,g gcene Qr geries of Bcenes in th8
rec- a
300
performances,
gated nearly
drama Today the eompany went to
MONEY TO LOAN Must be placed ord which has not been broken except Tesuque to enact the second chapter,
immediately.
Joseph B. Hayward, by "Florodora.'
when the lieutenant comes to the far
"'j"
Famous Minstrels Coming Honest
Room No. 19, Catron Block.
west to begin life anew.
EaBKRaaBHKas.2
EfsasriSE&SHSsa
with
crowned
be
will
endeavor
always
Literary . Entertainment The highschool literary entertainment tomor- success. N doubt this is the reason
THE REXALL STORE
THE REXALL STORE
CONSTITUTION IS ADOPTED,
row evening promises to be amusing; why Richards & Pringle's Famous
Georgia Minstrels have been so long
as well as interesting.
(Continued From Page One.)
See it Tonight, baseball and three before the public. To make this seaIN
son better than last, to give the pubbig reels of pictures at the Elks'.
A
Thanksgiving Day Exercises Par- lic a better show this year than last, No gold is too fine or too rich to supA Double Box of Real
ents and friends are Invited to the has always been the watchword of the port the hand that wielded the sword
t
Linen Stationery for
ideas, shabby In defense of his country. In the name
primary and grammar school Thanks-givinin- management. Worn-oumembers o
exercises tomorrow after wardrobe and questionable acts have of the
never found a place in their program. the convention, I wish to say that all
Steel Cut Embossed Initial
noon
Box
Don't Forget the Children's Matinee; These methods may succeed for a the delegates here, have as one man,
Stationery
Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the time, but the American people are too helped to safeguard the rights of the
ONLY AT
intelligent to tolerate it for long. Not 200,000 people of that blood in this terElks'. Prices 10c to all.
Seat Sale Tomorrow The seat sale 'a questionable word, act or song can
ritory, as loyal a people as is to be
for Arizona and the Minstrels begins j find place in the performance given found in any state of the Union. The
Heads of families
tomorrow morning at Fischer's drug by this company.
constitution will be acceptable to the City of the State-to-bwhicTT has ing voted against it, most of them on
a fundamental law for which
honored by your stay and wishes account of what they considered party
we have waited 60 years. I know that been
Literary Society Exercises All who! show for this reason, but they need- in a few months we will vote to ap- you a happy return to your home and j pledges: J. W. Childers, H. B. Fercan do so should hear the members lave no fear to take them to a pergusson, James G. Fitch, J. B. Gilchrist,
we will
of the High School Literary Society foimance given by this company. At prove this constitution and
A.
H. Harllee, R. W. Heflin, James E.
states
of
one
the
come in as
greatest
Then began the reading of the contomorrow evening at the high school the Elks' Friday night.
rexaLl store
to
j
the
He
then
Union.
of
John I. Hinkle, J. h. House, A.
Hall,
the
presented
at
store
I
rexaLl
will
L.
of
Exercises
auditorium.
Stern serving)
begin
the
stitution in full, M.
Bg Game Tonight Speaking
H. Hudspeth, J. L. Lawson, George E.
8 o'clock.
the world's championship
baseball Major H. R. Whiting, sergeant-at-arm- s
intonaas
clerk
giving proper
reading
E. F. SaxOh You Baseball Fans! Look! The; series which wil be seen at the Elks' a gold headed ebony cane.
Moffet, Green B.
tion and distinct utterance to every on, M. P. Skeen,Patterson,
M. D. Taylor, Edover
world's series of 1910 between Chica- theater tonight the Portsmouth Times
was
visibly
Major Whiting
o'clock
three
word.
was
almost
It
" I feel now
ward D.
James N. Upton and
go and Philadelphia at the Elks' to- says: "The games were shown as come. He responded:
when the roll call began and it lasted William Tittman,
B. Walton. All but seven of
played both at Philadelphia and Chica- as if I had been run over by the steam until after five this
night.
morning, nearly these, later signed the document. EvThanksgiving Dance Do not forget go, all the exciting stages of the roller. I hope I have done well the
Democratic delegate explaining ery
even the lone
the Thanksgiving dance at the Library games not being overlooked. Promi- 'little duty assigned to me. I know I every
his vote. W. B. Walton, although he one on the Democratic side, voted for
assembly hall on Thursday evening nent among the players shown indi- have made friends and I shall prize voted
he
said
the
constitution,
and signed the constitution. Presiunder the auspices of the Woman's vidually were Jack Coombs the cele- this present only second to the sword did so againstbecause
of party pledges,
DEPENDABLE SHOES
only
dent Charles A. Spiess used seven dif
Board of Trade. It promises to be a brated Athletic pitcher, and Patty
of
citizens
the
but the moment that the convention ferent pens in affixing
given me in 1S61, by
his signature,
most enjoyable social affair.
Livingstone, the catcher on the same
to
when I went to the front
Handle.
adjourns he would roll up his sleeves which were carried off as souvenirs.
The Only Kind
Call Issued This Afternoon Chair-- team, whose parents reside in Ports-- I Detroit,
Union."
a
for
of
is
the
it
its
salvation
for
and
for
the
approval
fight
fight
man W. B. Walton of the Democratic mouth. The games were seen on
Edward D. Titt-maThe Presents.
good constitution.
from all angles, and crowds went
central committee, this
comThe New Mexican FrintSng
he is bound by
were
said
that
too,
souvenirs
The
purchased
given
Demoternoon issued the call for the
away from the theater talking baseThe lasting quality of our Shoes,
con- pany has prepared civil and criminal
the
vote
to
Santa
the
known
well
S.
against
from
pledges
party
Spitz
cratic convention which is to meet on ball."
for retiming
their
Fe jeweler.
stitution, but that he too thinks the dockets especially for the use of JusDecember 17 to define the attitude of
Train From South Late Santa Fe
their dressy appearance are charThe gift to President Charles A. document is worthy of support and tices of the peace. They are especial
the
toward
Democratic
the
party
train No. 10 from the south and west
acteristics worth considering when
was a water pitcher, goblet hoped that the people of Sierra coun- ly ruled, with printed headings, in
was three hours late this afternoon. Spiess
all of sterling silver, bearing ty would come around to that view. either Spanish or English, made of
and
you need footwear.
tray,
Philadelphia vs. Chicago at the Elks'
Caffeteria Supper Tonight At the
T. J. Mabry said that he is not bound good record paper, strongly and durtonight. It's a long show, come early library hall( tne Presbyterian Aid
by any party pledges to vote against ably bound, wdth leather back and
and get a seat. Prices 15 and 25 cents. ciety ia tonight serving a caffeteria
the constitution and that he would sovers and canvas sides, hall full
.uoa
mv- -l
.
r.
M
nnnrw:
tn
That
was;
.
.
of
.
.
Kinds
.w
i
all
For
afeet
.....i.j lut; j President of the Constitutional Con vote for it and fight for its adoption. Index in front and the fees of justices
All Kinds of Shoes
BiiiH'er iu wuicu an are invueu.
the range in temperature yesterday sale this afternoon was well
The electorate that sent him to Santa of the peace and constables printed'
vention
and the average relative humidity was
AT ALL PRICES.
the
Fe, had some confidence in his judg- in full on the first page. The pages
Delegates,
By
tiS per cent. The lowest temperature
A Thanksgiving, one that we should
inches. These books are
ment and he would exercise that Judg are 10
,
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 21,
1
On
nnnnnn n.il of fi"
:V.A
ment for what he thought is best for made up in civil and criminal dockets,
all appreciate, is given in the new ad.
. ucf'CCD
A. D., 1910.
,
u
,V :
vertisement in this issue for the Santa
T
TVhigher,
The gift to Chief Clerk George W. the commonwealth and the county of separate of 32 pages each, or with
for it was 38 Fe Hardware store. There are also,
climbed
248 San Francisco St.
primTn VnimA in nyifl
was a Hawkes cut glass water Curry. C. R. Brlce spoke strongly in hnfh nlv
Shoe Specialist
Armijo
Yesterday was a clear, warm, pleasant some very happy suggestions given set
book, 80 pages civil and 320
pagos
of a pitcher and twelve support of the constitution.
consisting
day.
them they are
for making your Thanksgiving aay an tumblers.
bitter words were criminal. To
The only
Men Wear Out So
Many Shirts, enjoyable one and a credit to the ocH. R. by H. B. Fergusson and he was paid offered at the following prices
The gift to Sergeant-at-Arm- s
ties, and go through so much under- casion. ' Read the ad by all means.
?2.75
cane of in full by F. E. Wood. All the Repub Civil or Criminal
headed
a
was
gold
Whiting
in
wear that it is a great economy
Of Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.0C
"H.
initials
his
constitution.
the
local
for
voted
Game
The
wood,
licans
bearing
High
ebony
Big
Tonight
the long run to save something on
words: "Constitution- the Democrats, J. H. Crist, and E. D. docket, or 55 cents additional for a
each article. Traves' Spot Cash store' School team will play Company F of R. W." and the
For 45 cents additional for a slngn
1910."
al
at
Guard
Patton were absent. The following
Convention,
the
is calling attention to low prices and! the New Mexico National
PROMINENT PEOPLE FREE BOOKLET and WHY
Jose D. Sena closed the ceremonies Democrats voted for the constitution: combination docket, they will be ssnt
WRITE for TESTIMONIALS of
a fine assortment of these needed Armory Hall tonight a game of basket
referring to the C C. Davidson, Reymundo Harrison, by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
things in the advertisement in this is- ball. The admission will be reason very appropriately,
NATURE'S CREATION SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
the dele- - George A. Richardson, Samuel Eldodt full must accompany order. State
welcomed
had
he
that
fact
a
to
hot
able. It promises
be
game,
sue. Read the ad.
of
Santa Fe, T. J. Mabry, C. R. Brice, C. M. Comp- plainly whether English or Spanish
Ancient
N.
The1
M.
to
the
City
gates
Militia in Moving Pictures
AnnounWedding Announcements
'
L. M. HOFFMAN, General Sales Agent, Albuquerque,
M. Dougherty. The follow printed heading is wanted.
cements have been received of the regiment of Infantry, New Mexico "the town of my birth, the Capital ton and H.
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GROCERY AND BAKERY
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Dates

In baying baking powder
examine the label and take
r only a brand shown to be
made with Cream of Tartar.

POP-i'OR-

1

F. ANDREWS

1

-

OR

BARQAIiNS

STATIONERY

AQc

er

pure, wholesome, reliaMe Grape
Cream of Tartar Baking Powder.

g

Spanish-America-

AQr

n

Improves the flavor and adds to
the healthiulness of the food.

j

7

7eXCK& Star

ZTvertorTzllr "

"

nenK

Ve,

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

I

God-speed-

i

Spanish-America-
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j
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Tuberculosis Conquered

Uncle Sam's Big Family will dine. It's not our
function to attend to dressing the TURKEY, but it is
our business to attend to DRESSING THE FEET.
Turkey, Plum Pudding and Pumpkin Pie are well
enough for Thanksgiving Dinner; but they will not
keep your feet warm or dry during the cold weather
that will be dealt out to us from now until the Springtime comes again.
Our lines of Handsome, Stylish and durable Hanan,
Florsheim and American Gentlemen Shoes for men
will dress feet in a way to make their attendance
an honor to ANY THANKSGIVING DlNNkR.
We're ready to attend to your wants in Footwear,
and the tax you'll consider light, when you look at
your feet after we're through with them.

THIS STORE
LOSE

I

AT 1:00 O'CLOCK
THANKSGIVING
DAY.

NA6HAN 6ALAQ.N

i .H

